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ABSTRACT
Approximation and Interpolation Employing Divergence{free Radial Basis
Functions with Applications. (May 2002)
Svenja Lowitzsch, Dipl., Georg-August University, Go¨ttingen
Co{Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr. Francis J. Narcowich
Dr. Joseph D. Ward
Approximation and interpolation employing radial basis functions has found im-
portant applications since the early 1980’s in areas such as signal processing, medical
imaging, as well as neural networks. Several applications demand that certain phys-
ical properties be fullled, such as a function being divergence free. No such class
of radial basis functions that reflects these physical properties was known until 1994,
when Narcowich and Ward introduced a family of matrix-valued radial basis functions
that are divergence free. They also obtained error bounds and stability estimates for
interpolation by means of these functions. These divergence-free functions are very
smooth, and have unbounded support. In this thesis we introduce a new class of
matrix-valued radial basis functions that are divergence free as well as compactly
supported. This leads to the possibility of applying fast solvers for inverting interpo-
lation matrices, as these matrices are not only symmetric and positive denite, but
also sparse because of this compact support. We develop error bounds and stability
estimates which hold for a broad class of functions. We conclude with applications to
the numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation for certain incompressible fluid
flows.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Methods of approximation and interpolation employing radial basis functions (RBFs)
go back to the 1970’s. In 1971, Hardy developed so-called multiquadrics that have
been applied intensively in surface tting problems, e.g. in geophysics [10, 11]. In
the late 1970’s, Duchon derived a rst variational formulation employing so-called
thin-plate splines [4, 6, 5]. In 1982, Franke [8] posed the question of invertibility of
the interpolation matrix resulting from the Hardy multiquadrics. In the mid 1980’s,
Madych and Nelson [17, 18] and Micchelli [19] obtained results answering the invert-
ibility question. Further work concerning the variational formulation similar to the
developments of Duchon was done by Madych and Nelson in [17, 18]. A good overview
was done by Buhmann [2], Dyn [7], and Powell [24]. Interpolation and approxima-
tion via RBFs have been of interest because of their applications in signal processing,
computer aided design, and computed tomography, as well as in other areas. Radial
basis functions also have been used to obtain numerical solutions of partial dieren-
tial equations (PDEs) resulting from physical problems. In 1990, Kansa introduced
collocation methods for numerically solving PDEs [15, 16].
In the particular situation of interpolating data that stems from an incompress-
ible fluid, i.e. a fluid having neither sources nor sinks, we say that the fluid has a
velocity eld v(x) that is divergence-free if
(1.1) r  v  0:
So far, interpolation of data originating from a fluid has been done via classical,
The journal model is Mathematics of Computation.
2scalar-valued RBFs, e.g. the Gaussians, (x) = e−tkxk
2
, t > 0, or Hardy multi-
quadrics, see [12]. In many situations it is important for the interpolant to reflect the
physical behavior of the data, and this means being divergence-free for incompress-
ible fluids. But interpolants resulting from classical RBFs do not have this property.
In 1994, Narcowich and Ward [22] constructed a matrix-valued RBF whose columns
are divergence-free vector elds, which then gives rise to divergence-free interpolants.
These functions are generated by smooth RBFs of unbounded support. This results
in rather expensive calculations.
In this thesis, we present a new class of divergence-free RBFs, which are based on
compactly-supported scalar-valued RBFs, and hence become much more ecient for
computational purposes, since fast solvers can be applied. Other desirable physical
properties can also be fullled, for example a function being curl free. However, the
theory established in [22], as well as in this thesis is not restricted to functions that
are divergence free. Therefore, customized basis functions can be constructed. Up
to this thesis, only one example of stability bounds [22], no error estimates, and no
applications had been investigated for this new class of functions.
Given an s-dimensional divergence-free vector eld on IRs, the general form of
an s s matrix-valued RBF can be written as
(x) = f−I +rrTg (x);(1.2)
where  is a scalar-valued, compactly-supported RBF,  is the Laplacian operator,r
is the gradient, and I is the s-dimensional identity matrix. The dierential operator
f−I + rrTg is the same as introduced in [22], but we expand the approach to
the new class of functions whose properties are very dierent from those in [22].
As compactly-supported RBFs we use the recently discovered Wendland functions,
introduced in [27], which can be constructed to be C2k-functions for any desired level
3k of smoothness.
Let Ω be a compact subset of IRs. In the case where the interpolating data
appears in the form fxj ;djgNi=1, where d = fdjgNj=1 2 IRs are data sites stemming
from a vector-valued function f at given points X = fxjgNj=1 2 Ω, the divergence-free
interpolant becomes
sf ;X(x) =
NX
j=1
(x− xj)cj:(1.3)
The interpolation problem is to nd fcjgNj=1 such that
sf ;X(xk) = dk for all 1  k  N:(1.4)
This problem can be restated as a system of linear equations, with the resulting in-
terpolation matrix being positive denite, symmetric, and sparse. Hence, fast solvers
can be applied to obtain a unique solution. This motivates further research of the
new class of functions.
In Chapter II we state the necessary denitions and introduce notation. We
dene admissible spaces and introduce S-conditionally positive matrix-valued radial
basis functions. Since Fourier transforms and convolutions play an important role
in this thesis, we give their denitions. We also dene the native space of a radial
basis function. We then introduce the generalized Hermite interpolation problem,
and state some important results connected with it. We conclude the chapter by
discussing Sobolev spaces and related aspects.
Chapter III introduces the new class of divergence-free matrix-valued functions of
compact support. We rst give a background for the compactly-supported Wendland
functions. We then dene the new class of functions, and show that they have the
following properties: being divergence-free, having compact support, as well as being
4strictly positive denite. We terminate this chapter by proving directly that the
smooth matrix-valued RBFs introduced in [22] are divergence-free and strictly positive
denite.
In Chapter IV we derive a density theorem that guarantees the existence of
a divergence-free interpolant of type (1.3) that approximates any given divergence-
free function arbitrarily well. This result can be viewed as a kind of Weierstrass
Approximation Theorem involving matrix-valued divergence-free RBFs of compact
support. Instead of an approximation of a continuous function by polynomials, we
here approximate a divergence-free continuous function by a linear combination of
divergence-free compactly-supported functions. In the case of scalar-valued RBFs, a
density result was derived, the so-called Brown’s Theorem [24]. Since our functions
have the additional property of being divergence-free we use a dierent technique to
obtain a density result. We start with some preliminaries, state and prove the density
theorem, and end the chapter with several remarks.
Chapter V presents rates of approximation concerning the matrix-valued RBF
interpolation and approximation problem. Error estimates measure the worst devi-
ation of the interpolant from the function generating the data. The error estimates
obtained here are comparable to the scalar-valued results stated in [23]. They are of
the form
sup
x2W (!;)Ω
kD(f − sf)(x)k1  jf j C hX;Ω(1.5)
for some  = (;), where hX;Ω := supy2Ω minxj2Xkxj − yk2 is the so-called mesh
norm and C is a constant independent of f and N . The upper bound depends
on f and the mesh norm as desired. We start this chapter with some preliminary
error estimates, investigate the so-called power function arising in conjunction with
them. (The power function is the main term of the error estimates that needs to
5be bounded). We then discuss norming sets [13] which are used to obtain bounds
for the power function. Combining all these results, we obtain error estimates for
the interpolation problem of the form (1.5). We end the chapter by deriving error
estimates for specic functions.
In Chapter VI we investigate the stability of the interpolation matrix based on
the matrix-valued RBF, and this is done via a study of condition numbers. Stability
determines how much the interpolant changes in case of (small) perturbations of
the data. Since real data usually has some error arising from the method of its
measurement, stability estimates are of profound importance. The results reflect the
expected behavior obtained for the special case of the Gaussian function in [22]. We
investigate the norm of the inverse of the interpolation matrix A. The result is of the
form
kA−1k  −1;(1.6)
where  = (q; s; p) depends only on the space dimension s, the separation distance,
q, which is dened by the equation 2q := min1j 6=kNkxj − xkk2, as well as on a
certain integer p. Since the parameter p can always be determined from s, the upper
bound actually only depends on the separation distance and the space dimension, as
desired. In this chapter we rst introduce the multivariate Hermitian interpolation
problem, where the data comes from point evaluations, as well as from derivative
information. We then obtain upper bounds for the quadratic form arising from the
Hermitian problem. In this analysis, we bound the matrix-valued RBF by a product
of characteristic functions  whose support is the cube with edges [−=2; =2] in each
direction. We then obtain some upper bounds on the derivatives of . This leads to
the aforesaid stability estimates, which are rst stated and proved, and subsequently
applied to several special functions.
6In Chapter VII we apply the methods derived in this thesis to problems based
on fluids that are described by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In these
applications we use Matlab as a visualization tool. We study the driven cavity
problem, where a rectangular cavity is given with a horizontal air flow at the top.
The objective is to reproduce the air flow inside the cavity when the flow reaches its
steady state. We rst give a description of the general driven cavity problem. We
then investigate time-independent, constant-pressure problems based on cavities of
dierent shapes which result in non-linear PDEs with given boundary values. We
use an iterative algorithm to solve these problems. We describe the setup of the
problems, i.e. we determine the variables and the scalar-valued RBF. We then give
error results, orders of approximation, and gures to visualize the results obtained.
These results are physically reasonable. We conclude the chapter with an investigation
of a time-independent but general-pressure problem. We rst describe the PDE and
the boundary values. We then derive an algorithm that implements a simultaneous
interpolation of the fluid flow and the pressure. This algorithm has not yet been
implemented, but is of interest for future research.
The thesis comes to a close with Chapter VIII, where we summarize our studies
and state directions for future research.
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NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
In this chapter we introduce notation and denitions necessary for interpolation with
matrix-valued radial basis functions (RBFs).
A. General Notation
Let IPdm be the space of IC-valued polynomials of order not exceeding m in IR
d. Fur-
ther, let IPd7!sm denote the space of IC
s-valued polynomials of order not exceeding m
dened on IRd. If s = 1, then IPd7!1m = IP
d
m.
Dene the multi-index notation as usual: Let  = (1; : : : ; d) be a d-tuple of
nonnegative integers, dene jj = Pj j, ! := 1!   d!, t := t(1)1    t(d)d , and
so on. We use t(j) to denote the jth component of t 2 IRd.
We dene the floor function to be the function bxc which returns the integer k
such that k − 1  x < k and the ceiling function to be dxe = bxc + 1, for x 2 IR0.
Let Ck (IR
d) be the space of functions in Ck(IRd) that have all kth order deriva-
tives Ho¨lder continuous at the origin, with Ho¨lder exponent 0 <   1. We denote
its norm by kkCkν .
B. Admissible Spaces
Dene Es to be the set of all C1 vector-valued functions f : IRd ! ICs, and denote E 0s
to be the set of all s-valued distributions of compact support in IRd. If  2 E 0s, then
let  := T be the conjugate transpose of . The linear functional corresponding to
8the distribution  acts on f 2 Es via
(; f) =
Z
IRd
(x)f(x) dx =
sX
j=1
Z
IRd
j(x)fj(x) dx;
where the j’s and the fj’s are the components of  and f , respectively.
Fourier transforms and convolutions play an important role in interpolation em-
ploying RBFs. We dene the Fourier transform of a function or distribution to be
f^(!) :=
Z
IRd
e−ix!f(x) dx;
and let the inverse Fourier transform of a function or distribution be dened by
g(x) := (2)−d
Z
IRd
eix!g(!) d!:
Note that the Fourier transform of a compactly-supported distribution is an analytic
function. For a scalar-valued distribution  and function f 2 Es, we dene the scalar-
valued convolution f   component-wise, with the jth component being given by
the expression [f  (x)]j =
R
IRd
fj(x − y)(y) dy. For a vector-valued distribution
 and an s  s matrix H with each component in C1, we dene the vector-valued
convolution H  component-wise as well, with the jth component being given by the
expression [H  (x)]j =
Ps
k=1
R
IRd
Hj;k(x− y)k(y) dy, where the Hj;k’s and the k’s
are the components of H and , respectively.
In order to incorporate side conditions on functions in Es we work with certain
subspaces of Es which we now dene.
Definition 2.1. Let S be a subspace of Es such that if g is in S and  is an arbitrary
scalar-valued distribution in E 01, then g is in S. We shall call such a space admissible.
For much of the thesis, we consider admissible spaces arising as kernels of dier-
ential operators of constant coecients.
9Definition 2.2. For an integer   1, let B1(x); : : : ; B(x) be ICs-valued polynomials
dened on IRd having degree n component-wise. Dene the space
SB := ff 2 Es : Bj(r)f  0; 1  j  g; where r := (@x(1); : : : ; @x(d))T :
These spaces are admissible because Bj(r)(f  ) = (Bj(r)f)   = 0. See
also [26]. Note that when  = 1, s = 3, and B1(x) = (x1; x2; x3)
T , then SB = Sdiv,
the admissible space of divergence-free vector-valued functions.
C. S-linearly Independent Distributions
We assume that the data is generated by applying a nite number of compactly-
supported distributions to a function f 2 Es. More precisely, let  := fjgNj=1 be a
linearly independent subset of E 0s, and assume that we are given data in the form
(j ; f) = dj for 1  j  N;(2.1)
where the dj’s are scalars for 1  j  N . To avoid redundant data, we require
that the distributions generating the data be linearly independent when restricted to
the space S. We denote the set  = fjgNj=1 to be S-linearly independent if the set
jS = fj jSgNj=1 is linearly independent.
In order to be able to deal with interpolation problems requiring polynomial
reproduction, we introduce the following class of subspaces of E 0s:
E 0s;m(S) := f 2 E 0s : (; p) = 0 for all p 2 d7!sm \ Sg;(2.2)
if m  1. In case m = 0, we set E 0s;0 := E 0s. When S = Es, we write E 0s;m for E 0s;m(S).
From (2.2), note that E 0s;m  E 0s;m(S).
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D. Conditionally Positive Denite Functions
We now dene the class of functions that are used to generate the interpolants. Given
a vector-valued distribution  2 E 0s and an s  s matrix  with each entry being in
C1(IRd), we dene
( ⊗ ;) :=
Z
IRd
(x)(  )(x) dx:(2.3)
Definition 2.3. Let  be an s  s matrix whose components are in C1(IRs) and
whose columns are in an admissible space S. Require also that (x) = (−x) for
all x 2 IRd. We say that  is an (order-m) S-conditionally positive denite (S-CPD)
s s matrix-valued function if
( ⊗ ;)  0 for all  2 E 0s;m(S):(2.4)
If equality in (2.4) implies that (; g) = 0 for all g 2 S, we say that  is strictly
S-CPD.
When m = 0, the distributions used in (2.4) are independent of S. In this case
we say that  is strictly positive denite (SPD). If  is a SPD matrix, the sesquilinear
form
h; i := ( ⊗ ;)(2.5)
denes an inner product for the space E 0s.
In case of no side conditions, i.e. S = Es, we say that the distributions are
conditionally positive denite (CPD) rather than S-CPD. Note that E 0s;m  E 0s;m(S)
implies that every order-m S-CPD distribution is also order-m CPD. Given a strictly
11
S-CPD matrix-valued function , we can dene an inner product on E 0s;m(S):
h; i := ( ⊗ ;); ;  2 E 0s;m(S):(2.6)
If m = 0, the expression (2.6) agrees with (2.5). The norm for this inner product is
denoted by kk.
Note that the inner product spaces associated with  are dened for distributions,
rather than functions, and are usually not complete. If we look at the functions
themselves, we can dene an associated norm for functions. Let f =    + p, with
 2 E 0s;m(S) and p 2 IPs 7!sm \ S. Obviously, if  2 E 0s;m(S), then (; f) = h; i. We
dene the associated norm for f to be
jf j2 := sup
kkΦ=1
j(; f)j:(2.7)
Clearly, if f has the decomposition f = +p, then we have jf j = kk. Equation
(2.7) also denes the norm of f in the completion of the inner product space. It leads
to a denition of the native space of :
N :=
(
f 2 C1(IRs; ICs) : sup
kkΦ=1
j(; f)j <1
)
;(2.8)
where f 2 C1(IRs; ICs) means that each component of the s-variant function f is in
C1(IRs). The norm of the native space is comparable to the norm of a a reproducing
kernel Hilbert space. The native space guarantees that the application of linear
functionals to a function f is well-dened.
E. Generalized Hermite Interpolation Problem
Hardy introduced the Hermite interpolation problem in 1990 [11]. One can use a
strictly S-CPD matrix-valued function  to solve the following generalized Hermite
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interpolation problem.
Problem 2.4. Generalized Hermite Interpolation Problem. Assume that 
is a strictly order-m S-CPD, s s matrix-valued function. Let  = f1; : : : Ng be a
S-linearly independent set of distributions on E 0s, and let f be a function in Es. Given
the data dj = (

j ; f); for j = 1; : : : ; N; we seek to nd  2 spanfg \ E 0s;m(S) and
p 2 IPs 7!sm \ S such that    2 S and sf =   + p satises
(j ; sf) = dj; for j = 1; : : : ; N;(2.9)
and, if f is in IPs 7!sm \ S, we require that sf = p = f .
Narcowich and Ward proved in [22] the following result which provides the frame-
work for the requirement that the interpolation problem 2.4 reproduces polynomials.
Theorem 2.5. Let U = spanfg and W = U \ E 0s;m(S). If the dimension of U nW
is equal to the dimension m0 of IPd7!sm \ S, then Problem 2.4 is well-poised.
As a byproduct of the proof of Theorem 2.5, the following result is obtained in
[22].
Proposition 2.6. Let  = f1; : : : Ng be a S-linearly independent set of the space
E 0s;m(S). If  is an s s matrix-valued, order-m S-CPD function, then the interpo-
lation matrix A with entries
Aj;k = (

k ⊗ j;); for 1  j; k  N;(2.10)
is selfadjoint and nonnegative. If  is strictly S-CPD, then the matrix A is positive
denite.
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F. Sobolev Spaces
In this thesis we need various vector-valued functions f = (f1; : : : ; fs)
T to be in certain
Sobolev spaces. Let Ω be an open subset of IRd. In particular, Ω can be the whole
space IRd. We dene
Hk(Ω; ICs) := clos
n
f : Ω ! ICs such that
X
jjk
sX
i=1
Z
Ω
jDfi(x)j2 dx <1
o
(2.11)
with inner product
hf; giHk(Ω; ICs) =
X
jjk
sX
i=1
Z
Ω
Dfi(x)D
gi(x) dx
for all f = (f1; : : : ; fs)
T and g = (g1; : : : ; gs)
T inHk(Ω; ICs). In case Ω is the whole IRd,
we use Fourier transform arguments to derive an equivalent denition of Hk(IRd; ICs)
given by
Hk(IRd; ICs) = clos
n
f : IRd ! ICs such that
Z
IRd
(1 + kk2)kkf^()k2 d <1
o
:
We work with both denitions. We denote Hk := Hk(IRd; ICs). The inner product of
Hk(IRd; ICs) is given by
hf; giHk =
Z
IRd
(1 + kk2)kf^()g^() d
for all f and g in Hk(IRd; ICs).
The dual of Hk is given by H−k. We dene the Sobolev space of s-variate linear
functionals which fulll the side condition S to be
H−km (S) :=
n
 2 H−k such that
Z
IRd
(x)p(x) dx = 0 for all p 2 IPd7!sm \ S
o
:
If m = 0, we set H−k := H−k0 (S), since for m = 0, the set of polynomials IPd7!sm is
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empty.
In the case of scalar-valued functions f : Ω ! IC, we denote Hk(Ω) := Hk(Ω; IC).
If Ω is the whole IRd, we again denote Hk := Hk(IRd). Which space we refer to is
determined by the context.
The space of square-integrable vector-valued functions is dened as follows. Let
Ω be an open subset of IRd. Then
L2(Ω; IC
s) :=
n
f : Ω ! ICs such that
Z
Ω
kf(x)k22 dx <1
o
:(2.12)
In the case that Ω is the whole IRd, we denote L2 := L2(IR
d; ICs).
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CHAPTER III
DIVERGENCE-FREE MATRIX-VALUED FUNCTIONS
In this chapter we will investigate classes of divergence-free matrix-valued functions
which are strictly positive denite. We derive a new class of divergence-free C2k
matrix-valued functions that are compactly supported. We conclude the chapter
with the study of a divergence-free matrix-valued C1 function, introduced in [22],
which is based on the Gaussian function.
A. Divergence-free Compactly-supported Functions
We introduce a new class of divergence-free compactly-supported functions. These
functions are based on the Wendland functions  l;k introduced in [27]. We begin by
stating important characteristics of the Wendland functions and then introduce the
new class of functions.
1. Wendland Functions
We follow [27] in dening the Wendland functions to be
 l;k(r) := Ik l(r) = Ik(1− )l+(r);
where
I  (r) :=
8><
>:
R1
r
s (s) ds for r > 0;
I  (−r) for r < 0;
with k 2 IN0, l 2 IR>0, and the cut-o function (1− r)l+ is dened as
(1− r)l+ :=
8><
>:
(1− r)l for 0  r  1;
0 for r  1:
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Note that r = kxk for all the Wendland functions. Here, k is related to the smoothness
and l to the degree of the Wendland function. If k 2 IN and l = bd=2c+ k + 1,
where d is the space dimension, then  l;k is in SPD \ C2k, and  l;k is of degree
bd=2c+ 3k + 1, see [27, Theorem 3.1]. As an example, Figure 1 shows the function
 4;2(r)

= (1− r)6+(35r2 + 18r + 3) 2 C4 , where = means equality up to a constant.
Table 1 contains a list of several Wendland functions. It is taken from [27].
−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
−1
−0.5
0
0.5
1
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
Figure 1.  4;2(r)

= (1− r)6+(35r2 + 18r + 3)
Lemma 3.1. For every space of dimension d 2 IN and every k 2 IN, set the integer
l = bd=2c+ k + 1. Then the function  l;k is in H2k.
Proof. Firstly, observe that l = bd=2c+ k+ 1 implies  l;k 2 C2k, and hence jD l;kj2
is continuous for all jj  2k. Secondly, since  l;k is compactly-supported, jD l;kj2
is also compactly-supported for all jj  2k. Hence, we conclude that
X
jj2k
Z
IRd
jD l;k(x)j2 dx <1;
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Table 1. Several Wendland functions
d=1  1;0(r) = (1− r)+ C0
 2;1(r)

= (1− r)3+(3r + 1) C2
 3;2(r)

= (1− r)5+(8r2 + 5r + 1) C4
d=3  2;0(r) = (1− r)2+ C0
 3;1(r)

= (1− r)4+(4r + 1) C2
 4;2(r)

= (1− r)6+(35r2 + 18r + 3) C4
 5;3(r)

= (1− r)8+(32r3 + 25r2 + 8r + 1) C6
d=5  3;0(r) = (1− r)3+ C0
 4;1(r)

= (1− r)5+(5r + 1) C2
 5;2(r)

= (1− r)7+(16r2 + 7r + 1) C4
which yields that k l;kk2k is bounded, and therefore,  l;k is in H2k.
2. Construction of New Functions
In this section we derive a new class of divergence-free matrix-valued radial basis
functions of compact support which are based on the Wendland functions that live
in certain Sobolev spaces Hk(IRd). In [22, Theorem 3.2] a class of divergence-free
functions is introduced which are in C1. We now focus on compactly-supported
functions, since they have the advantage of providing sparse interpolation matrices
and hence result in much faster computations.
Consider the space of dimension d = s, since we have square matrix-valued radial
basis functions. Let () := I −kk−2T for all  2 IRs such that  6= 0. Choose the
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measure dl;k to be
dl;k() := (2)
−skk2() ^l;k() d;(3.1)
where  l;k is a scalar-valued Wendland function on IR
s. We now show that the function
l;k(x) :=
R
IRd
eix dl;k() is strictly positive denite.
Theorem 3.2. Let dl;k() := (2)
−skk2() ^l;k() d, where  l;k is a scalar-valued
Wendland function for l  2 and k  1. Then dl;k is a selfadjoint and positive
s s matrix-valued Borel measure dened on IRs satisfying B(−i)dl;k()  0 with
B(x) := x as introduced in Denition 2.2, and
l;k(x) :=
Z
IRd
eix dl;k()(3.2)
is a strictly positive denite, compactly-supported s s matrix-valued function.
Proof. Clearly, dl;k is a selfadjoint, ss matrix-valued Borel measure dened on IRs
satisfying B(−i)dl;k()  0 with B(x) = x. Since  l;k is of compact support, its
Fourier transform  ^l;k is analytic and decays exponentially. The positiveness of the
measure follows from the fact that
 ^l;k(t) = t
−s−2k−l
Z t
0
(t− r)lr s2+kJ s
2
+k−1(r) dr
is strictly positive, except for  1;0, as was shown in [27]. We now show that l;k(x) is
of compact support. Note that the inverse Fourier transform yields for (k), the kth
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coordinate of ,
(i(k)f^())∨ (!) = (2)−s
Z
IRs
ei! i(k) f^() d = (2)−s
Z
IRs
i(k) ei!f^() d
= (2)−s
Z
IRs
@!(k) e
i!f^() d = @!(k) (2)−s
Z
IRs
ei!f^() d
= @!(k)f(!)
for a scalar-valued function f , and hence, in general,
((i)f^())∨ (!) = Df(!) for all jj  0:(3.3)
We use equation (3.3) to calculate l;k directly. We obtain:
l;k(x) = (2)
−s
Z
IRs
eixfkk2I − Tg  ^l;k() d
= [fkk2I − Tg  ^l;k()]∨(x)
= [f−kik2I + (i)(i)Tg  ^l;k()]∨(x)
= f−I +rrTg  l;k(x);
where the Laplacian operator is dened to be  :=
sP
i=1
@2x(i) and the gradient is given
as r := (@x(1); : : : ; @x(s))T . Therefore, the components of l;k(x) are combinations of
second order derivatives of  l;k(x), and hence every component of the matrix l;k(x)
is in C2k−2(IRs) and has compact support. Similar to Lemma 3.1 we obtain that every
component of l;k is in H
2k−2.
We conclude the proof by showing that l;k is strictly positive denite. Firstly,
it is clear that l;k(x)
 = l;k(−x) for all x 2 IRs. Secondly, setting m := k − 1
and dening i;jl;k(x) to be the ij
th element of l;k(x), we get that 
i;j
l;k(x) 2 H2m for
all 1  i; j  s. If we choose  to be a linear functional in the dual of Hn, i.e.
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 = (j)
s
j=1 2 H−n for general n  2m, we get
ki;jl;k  jk22m−n =
Z
IRs
(1 + kk2)2m−nj\i;jl;k  j()j2 d
=
Z
IRs
(1 + kk2)2mj^i;jl;k()j2(1 + kk2)−nj^j()j2 d

Z
IRs
(1 + kk2)2mj^i;jl;k()j2 d
Z
IRs
(1 + kk2)−nj^j()j2 d
= ki;jl;kk22mkjk2−n;
and hence i;jl;k j 2 H2m−n and ki;jl;k jk2m−n  ki;jl;kk2mkjk−n for all 1  i; j  s.
If we choose  2 H−m, i.e. n = m, we see that we have i;jl;k  j 2 Hm for all
1  i; j  s, and hence we can apply another  2 H−m to the convolution. Therefore,
( ⊗ ;l;k) is well dened, and we obtainZ
IRs
(x)(l;k  )(x) dx =
Z
IRs
(x)
Z
IRs
l;k(x− y)(y) dy dx
=
Z
IRs
(x)
Z
IRs
Z
IRs
ei(x−y) dl;k()(y) dy dx
=
Z
IRs
Z
IRs
(e−ix(x)) dx dl;k()
Z
IRs
Z
IRs
(e−iy(y)) dy:
This now yields
( ⊗ ;l;k) =
Z
IRs
^() dl;k() ^()  0(3.4)
for all  2 H−m, since dl;k is a positive measure, and (3.4) is equal to zero if and
only if  is equal to zero. This completes the proof.
We now state some remarks.
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Remark 3.3. Instead of divergence-free matrix-valued functions, we are also able to
construct classes of functions having other properties, as for example curl-free matrix-
valued functions. This applies to both compactly-supported and smooth RBFs. We
just have to adjust the measure used in equation (3.2) of Theorem 3.2 to obtain
the desired property. Therefore, similar results can be obtained for a large class of
functions with certain properties.
Remark 3.4. Equation (3.5) of the previous proof gives us the direct form of l;k as
a byproduct, i.e.
l;k(x) = f−I +rrTg  l;k(x)(3.5)
for all x 2 IRs.
An other important consequence of Theorem 3.2 is stated next.
Lemma 3.5. The columns of the functions l;k(x) = f−I +rrTg  l;k(x), where
 l;k is a scalar-valued Wendland function for k  2, are divergence-free.
Proof. Recall that a vector-valued function f is divergence-free if and only if the
equation r  f(x)  0 holds for all x 2 IRs. Let il;k(x) be an arbitrary column of
l;k(x), for 1  i  s. Then, for k  2,
r  il;k(x) = r  f−I +rrTgi  l;k(x)
= r  (−ij
sX
l=1
@2x(l) + @x(i)@x(j))
s
j=1  l;k(x)
= f−
X
l 6=i
@2x(l)@x(i) +
X
r 6=i
@x(i)@
2
x(r)g  l;k(x)
= 0
for any  l;k(x) on IR
s with k  2.
Based on the formula (3.5) we can investigate explicit compactly-supported
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divergence-free matrix-valued functions. For example, if k = 2 and s = 2, we choose
l = 4 by Lemma 3.1, and we obtain the function with C2 entries
4;2(x)

= f−I +rrTg(1 + kxk)6+(35kxk2 + 18kxk+ 3):
This can be calculated directly in the following way. A short calculation gives that
for general  l;k with r = kxk, x 2 IRs, there holds:
l;k(r)

= −s− 2
r
 0l;k(r)I −  00l;k(r)I +
1
r

 0l;k(r)
r
0
xxT :
For s = 2, this becomes
l;k(r)

= − 00l;k(r)I +
1
r

 0l;k(r)
r
0
xxT ;
which can be used to calculate 4;2 above explicitly.
B. Divergence-free Smooth Functions
For the remainder of this chapter we investigate some divergence-free C1 matrix-
valued functions as introduced in [22]. We present a direct proof of the strictly positive
deniteness of the divergence-free matrix-valued RBFs generated by the Gaussian
function  (x) := e
−kxk2 2 C1, for x 2 IRs and  > 0. Let us dene the matrix-
valued function
(x) = f−I +rrTg  (x)
for x 2 IRs. This denition is very similar to the denition of the compactly-supported
matrix-valued function in section A, but we use a smooth RBF here instead. We show
that  is divergence free and that the tensor A := ((xj − xk))Nj;k=1 is strictly
positive denite for any set X := fxjgNj=1  IR2 of pairwise disjoint points in the case
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of s = 2. A short calculation gives the explicit form
(x) = f(2(s− 1)− 42kxk2)I + 42xxTg e−kxk2(3.6)
on IRs, as stated in [22].
Note that  is divergence free on IR
s, by the same argument used as in section
A, since we apply the same measure to create the matrix-valued function . It now
remains to show that the tensor A is strictly positive denite.
Proposition 3.6. The tensor A := ((xj − xk))Nj;k=1 is strictly positive denite,
i.e.
cTAc  0 for all c 2 IR2  IRN
and
cTAc = 0 if and only if c = 0:
Proof. We rst show that A is positive denite, i.e. c
TAc  0 for all c in IR2 IRN.
By denition,
(x) =
Z
IR2
eixfkk2I − Tg e−kk2=4 d
(4)3=2
;
since  ^() = (=)e
−kk2=(4). Then,
cTAc =
NX
j;k=1
cTj (xj − xk)ck
=
NX
j;k=1
cTj
0
@ Z
IR2
ei(xj−xk)fkk2I − Tg e−kk2=4 d
(4)3=2
1
A ck;
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and therefore,
cTAc =
Z
IR2
 
NX
j=1
cTj e
ixj 
!
fkk2I − Tg
 
NX
k=1
cTk e
ixk
!
 e−kk2=4 d
(4)3=2
:
By setting b() :=
NP
j=1
cTj e
ixj  we obtain
cTAc =
Z
IR2
fkk2b()b() − b()Tb()g e−kk2=4 d
(4)3=2
=
Z
IR2
fkk2kb()k2 − kb()k2g e−kk2=4 d
(4)3=2
:
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality yields kk2kb()k2 − kb()k2  0 and conse-
quently the integral only consists of nonnegative terms. We obtain
cTAc =
Z
IR2
fkk2kb()k2 − kb()k2g e−kk2=4 d
(4)3=2
 0
for all c 2 IR2  IRN, which proves the positive deniteness of A.
We are left to show that A is strictly positive denite, i.e. c
TAc = 0 if and
only if c = 0. Note that for all  2 IR2, cTAc = 0 is equivalent to the statement that
kk2kb()k2 − kb()k2 = 0, which implies that b() is parallel to . Therefore, there
exists a function k : IR2 ! IR such that b() = k(), which is equivalent to
NX
j=1
cTj e
ixj  = k():(3.7)
Let cj = (cj(1); cj(2))
T ,  = ((1); (2))T 2 IR2 and ? := (−(2); (1))T . Then it
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follows with equation (3.7):
0  k()? =
NX
j=1
cTj e
ixj (−(2); (1))T
=
NX
j=1
(−cj(1)(2) + cj(2)(1))eixj:(3.8)
Since X = fxjgNj=1 is a set of pairwise disjoint points, for an arbitrary but xed
k 2 f1; : : : ; Ng there exists a function fk : IR2 ! IR, fk 2 C1, with the following
properties:
i) fk has Fourier transform f^k : IR
2 ! IR,
ii) f^k has local support, i.e. f^k( − xk) only lives in a small neighborhood of xk,
iii) f^k behaves like a plateau function, i.e. @x(j)f^k( − xk)  0 for j 2 f1; 2g and
@x(l)f^k( − xk)  1 in a neighborhood of xk for l 2 f1; 2g with l 6= j.
Multiplying (3.8) by e−ixfk() and integrating this expression yields
0 
Z
IR2
NX
j=1
(−cj(1)(2) + cj(2)(1))eixje−ixfk() d
=
NX
j=1
cj(1)
Z
IR2
(2)e−i(x−xj)fk() d +
NX
j=1
cj(2)
Z
IR2
(1)e−i(x−xj)fk() d:
Since
@x(l)e
−i(x−xj) = −i(l)e−i(x−xj); for l = 1; 2;
we get
0 = −i
NX
j=1
cj(1)
Z
IR2
@x(2)e
−i(x−xj)fk() d − i
NX
j=1
cj(2)
Z
IR2
@x(1)e
−i(x−xj)fk() d:
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Using Fourier transform arguments and applying property ii) of f^k gives
0 =
NX
j=1
cj(1)@x(2)f^k(x− xj) +
NX
j=1
cj(2)@x(1)f^k(x− xj)
= ck(1)@x(2)f^k(x− xj) + ck(2)@x(1)f^k(x− xj):
We now apply property ii) of f^k twice to obtain the desired result. Firstly, set
@x(1)f^k(x − xj)  0 in a neighborhood of xk and let @x(2)f^k(x − xj)  1. This
results in ck(1) = 0. Secondly, set @x(1)f^k(x−xj)  1 in a neighborhood of xk and let
@x(2)f^k(x−xj)  0. This leads to ck(2) = 0. Since k was arbitrarily chosen, it follows
that ck = 0 for all k 2 f1; : : : ; Ng. This completes the proof.
Remark 3.7. The previous proof can be applied to any C1 divergence-free matrix-
valued RBF generated by a scalar-valued RBF with positive Fourier transform.
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CHAPTER IV
DENSITY THEOREM FOR MATRIX-VALUED RBFS
In this chapter we derive a density result that guarantees that any suciently smooth
divergence-free function can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a linear combi-
nation of divergence-free RBFs. So far, similar results have only been obtained for
scalar-valued radial basis functions, see [24, Brown’s Theorem]. We give a general-
ization that applies to the approximation of a large class of vector-valued functions.
The result justies the interpolation approach employing matrix-valued radial basis
functions.
A. Preliminaries
We base the approximation problem on the class of matrix-valued RBFs  gener-
ated by the compactly-supported positive denite Wendland functions discussed in
Chapter III. Let
l;k(x) = f−I +rrTg l;k(x);(4.1)
where  l;k 2 C2k(IRs) is a Wendland function with  ^l;k() > 0 for all  2 IRs.
Let us investigate some properties of l;k and its Fourier transform. Firstly, if
k  2, then  l;k is at least in C4. This and the compact support of  l;k guarantee that
l;k(x)c is in H
1(IRs; ICs) for c 2 ICs and k  2. Secondly, r  (l;kc)  0 on IRs as
shown in Lemma 3.5. Finally, as derived in equation (3.5), ^l;k() = fkk2I−Tg ^l;k
by Fourier transform arguments.
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B. Density Theorem and Proof
We now state the density result and conclude the chapter with its proof.
Theorem 4.1. Let l;k be given as in (4.1) and dene the spaces
V :=
n NX
j=1
l;k( − xj)cj : xj 2 IRs; cj 2 ICs for 1  j  N;N 2 IN
o
;(4.2)
L :=
n
f 2 H1(IRs; ICs) such that r  f  0 a:e:on IRs
o
:(4.3)
Then V is dense in L, i.e. any divergence-free vector-valued function f : IRs ! ICs
in the Sobolev space H1 can be approximated arbitrarily well by a linear combination
of divergence-free matrix-valued RBFs generated by a Wendland function.
Proof. We prove the statement in two steps. First, we show that L is closed. Then
we prove that V is dense in L.
i) To show: L is closed, i.e. L = L.
We show that L is sequentially closed. Let ffng 2 L be a series of functions
such that fn ! f 2 L. Then fn 2 H1 and r  fn  0 a:e: for all n. Certainly,
f 2 H1, since H1 is closed. Hence, it remains to show that f 2 L is divergence
free almost everywhere as well. Now, fn ! f is equivalent to kfn − fkH1 ! 0.
However,
kfn − fkH1 
sX
i=1
k@x(i)ffn;i − figkL2  k
sX
i=1
@x(i)ffn;i − figkL2
 kr  ffn − fgkL2 = kr  fkL2  0;
since r  fn  0 a:e: on IRs. Here, fn;i, fi are the components of fn, f , respec-
tively, and we applied the triangle inequality to the L2-norm. Now, fn ! f
implies that r  f  0 a:e: on IRs, what had to be shown. Hence, L is closed.
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Note that r  f  0 a:e: on IRs implies that
(r  f)^() = if^()  0 a:e: on IRs:(4.4)
ii) To show: V = L, i.e. V is dense in L.
Assume not. Then V  L but V 6= L and hence, there exists a nonzero element
f 2 L n V, such that f 2 V?, i.e. hg; fiH1 = 0 for g 2 V. Let g = l;k( − xj)cj
with xj 2 IRs and cj 2 ICs. Then
0 = hf; giH1 =
Z
IRs
(1 + kk2)f^()g^() d
=
Z
IRs
(1 + kk2)f^()[l;k( − xj)cj ]^() d
=
Z
IRs
e−ixj (1 + kk2)f^()fkk2I − Tg ^l;k()cj d
=
Z
IRs
e−ixj (1 + kk2)
h
kk2f^()cj − f^()| {z }
0 a:e:
T cj
i
 ^l;k() d
by equation (4.4). Hence, we obtain that
0 =
h
(1 + kk2)kk2f^()cj ^l;k()
i^
(xj)
for all xj 2 IRs, cj 2 ICs. Now, this Fourier transform is equal to zero if and
only if
(1 + kk2)kk2f^()cj ^l;k()  0 a:e:
which is equivalent to f^()cj  0 a:e: on IRs. Choosing cj correctly gives that
this holds if and only if f^()  0 a:e: on IRs, which is equivalent to f  0 a:e: on
IRs. But this is a contradiction to the assumption that f is nonzero. Therefore,
we obtain that V is dense in L.
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We conclude this chapter with some remarks.
Remark 4.2. Note that in Theorem 4.1 we only assume that the scattered data is
given on data sites in IRs, not on a local subset Ω  IRs. The classical density
arguments, such as Brown’s Theorem [24], or Weierstrass’ Theorem are all based on
local information. In order to adapt our result to the local case, we would only have
to show additionally that kfn− fkH1(Ω; ICs) can be extended to the norm on the whole
IRs and that the resulting series is still divergence-free. This might be done using
Calderon’s Extension Theorem [1] and might be of interest for future work.
Remark 4.3. If we have given a compactly-supported function f 2 L with its support
contained in an open set Ω0  IRs, and if supp( l;k)  Ω0, then we get a local density
statement if we choose Ω such that Ω0 is contained properly in Ω. In that case, we
can focus on local data sites xj 2 Ω and Theorem 4.1 yields that f can be locally
approximated arbitrarily well by a linear combination of divergence-free matrix-valued
RBFs generated by a Wendland function.
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CHAPTER V
ERROR ESTIMATES
In this chapter we present rates of approximation concerning the matrix-valued RBF
interpolation and approximation problem. Error estimates measure the worst devia-
tion of the interpolant from the function generating the data. We assume that  is
an s  s matrix-valued, strictly order-m S-CPD function whose components are in
Ck(IRs), for k even. Set K = k=2. We want to obtain error estimates for the inter-
polants described in Problem 2.4, given that the function f 2 CK(IRs) generating the
data has the form f =    + p, with polynomial p 2 Pm := IPs 7!sm \ S and  2 P?m,
which we dene to be the subspace of E 0s;m(S) consisting of s-variant distributions
dened on functions in CK(IRs). Note that all results from Chapter III apply here
as well. There have been only three other works [18, 23, 30] that deal with bounds
obtained in a similar way. In [18], the bounds are not explicitly evaluated, and in
[30], the bounds are obtained only for the case where the order of the derivative is
equal to the order of the polynomial. Narcowich, Ward, and Wendland [23] obtained
error estimates for a derivative of any order less than or equal to the order of the
polynomial for scalar-valued radial basis functions. We obtain error estimates that
hold for vector-valued radial basis functions. The error estimates are of the form
sup
x2W (!;)Ω
kD(f − sf)(x)k1  jf j C h;X
for some , where h;X is the so-called mesh norm and C is a constant independent
of f and N . The general strategy used here was sketched in [23], although details
dier in important ways.
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A. Preliminary Error Estimates
Assume the data is generated by a function f 2 CK(IRs), where K = k=2. Let 
be an s-component distribution in P?m dened on functions in CK(IRs). We want to
estimate the quantity j(; f − sf )j. For example, if we want pointwise estimates,
we set  = vx with v 2 IRs and bound the quantity supv2IRs;kvk=1j(vx; f − sf)j.
By construction, (j ; f − sf ) = 0 for 1  j  N . By Theorem 2.5 there exist cj ,
1  j  N , such that jPm =
NP
j=1
cjj jPm , since we assume
dimfspanfg \ P?mg = dim Pm;
which guarantees that polynomials are reproduced by the generalized Hermite inter-
polation problem. Thus, the residual distribution, jPm−
NP
j=1
cjj jPm , is in P?m. Hence,
if we set sf =   + q, we obtain
(; f − sf) = (( −
NX
j=1
cjj)
; f − sf)
= (( −
NX
j=1
cjj)
;  ( − ) + (p− q))
= (( −
NX
j=1
cjj)
;  ( − ))
= h − ;  −
NX
j=1
cjji:(5.1)
If  =  2 spanfg \ P?m, then the equation (5.1) is equivalent to the statement
that (; f − sf) = h − ; −
NP
j=1
cjji holds . The left hand side yields
(; f − sf) = (;  ( − )) + (; p− q)| {z }
0
= h − ; i:
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Since  =
NP
j=1
djj for some dj, 1  j  N , we obtain
(; f − sf ) =
NX
j=1
dj (

j ; f − sf)| {z }
0
= 0:
Hence, h − ; i = 0, which implies that kk2 = k − k2 + kk2. Thus,
kk  kk and k − k  kk:(5.2)
If we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to equation (5.1) and use (5.2) to bound
the term k − k, we get
j(; f − sf)j  kkk −
NX
j=1
cjjk; where jPm =
NX
j=1
cjjjPm :(5.3)
We are now able to state our rst error estimate.
Proposition 5.1. Let  be an s s matrix-valued, strictly order-m S-CPD function
whose components are in Ck(IRs), with k an even integer. Assume that the function
f generating the data is in CK(IRs), K = k=2, and has the form f =    + p, with
p 2 Pm = IPs 7!sm \ S and  2 P?m, the subspace of E 0s;m(S) consisting of s-component
distributions dened on functions in CK(IRs). Given an s-component distribution 
in P?m, the interpolation error yields
j(; f − sf)j  jf jP ;;(5.4)
where the power function is dened as
P ; := min
N
P
j=1
cjj jPm=jPm
k −
NX
j=1
cjjk:(5.5)
Proof. In equation (5.3), replace kk by the function norm in (2.7), and take the
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minimum of (5.3) over all cj’s satisfying jPm =
NP
j=1
cjjjPm . This gives the result.
B. The Power Function
In this section we discuss upper bounds on the power function and introduce the idea
of norming sets for local polynomial approximation.
1. General Bounds on the Power Function
From Proposition 5.1, we see that (P ;)
2 is the minimum of the quadratic form
Q(c1; : : : ; cN) := (( −
NX
j=1
cjj)
 ⊗ ( −
NX
j=1
cjj);) = k −
NX
j=1
cjjk2;(5.6)
with jPm =
NP
j=1
cjjjPm .
Let us investigate the space IPd7!sm . If s = 1, the space is equal to IP
d
m, the space
of scalar-valued polynomials of degree less than or equal to m− 1. The dimension of
IPdm is
(
m−1+d
d

. Since each dimension of an s-dimensional polynomials in IPd7!sm can be
considered independently, the dimension of IPd7!sm is s
(
m−1+d
d

. Hence, we can easily
determine a basis fp1; : : : ; pMg for IPd7!sm , consisting of M = s
(
m−1+d
d

monomials in
s dimensions.
The idea is to approximate the ss matrix-valued function  by a matrix-valued
function Pm whose components are in Pm, and to estimate Q by bounding Q−Pm .
Note that Pm might only consist of constant or linear polynomials. Hence, the space
Pm might seem rather small. The question naturally arises if Pm is big enough to
contain at least one polynomial that approximates  as desired and that is in the
admissible space S. The following two propositions answer the question.
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Proposition 5.2. Let P0 := IP0 \ S be a space fullling IP0  IPs 7!sm , for given
Pm = IPs 7!sm \ S. Then  being a strictly S-CPD function with regard to Pm implies
that  is a strictly S-CPD function with regard to P0.
Proof. First note that if we enlarge Pm to a bigger space P0 = IP0\S with IP0  IPs 7!sm ,
which contains more functions that are in the admissible space S, we get E 00  E 0s;m,
where
E 00 := f 2 E 0s : (; p) = 0 for all p 2 P0g;
and E 0s;m is dened as in equation (2.2). But this yields that  being a strictly S-CPD
function with regard to Pm implies that  is a strictly S-CPD function with regard
to P0.
Proposition 5.3. There always exists a polynomial Pm which approximates  as
desired and which is still in the admissible space S.
Proof. First, note that Proposition 5.2 guarantees the existence of a polynomial Pm
which is arbitrarily close to the original function  in each of its components. We now
have to prove that the columns of Pm are in the admissible space S. Let S = SB
as introduced in Denition 2.2, and let each component Pm; of Pm be the Taylor
polynomial of degree k − 1 at a neighborhood of the origin for the component ;
of , where 1  ;   s. Since the columns of  are in the admissible space SB,
we have to check if this holds for Pm as well. Fortunately it does, by the following
argument. First, observe that since the columns i of  are in the admissible space
SB, they fulll Bj(r)i  0 for all 1  j   and all 1  i  s. Hence, if we show
that this also holds for the columns of Pm , we are done. Now,
Pm;(x) =
X
jj<k
D;(0)
x
!
:
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Let us investigate @x(i)Pm;. We have
@x(i)Pm;(x) = @x(i)
X
jj<k
D;(0)
x
!
=
X
jj<k
D1;:::;n;(0) @x(i)
x11   xnn
1!   n!
=
X
jj<k−1;i1
D1;:::;n;(0)
x11   xi−1i   xnn
1!    (i − 1)!   n! ;
since the terms with i = 0 become zero. But since i is at least 1, we can pull one
@x(i) out of the coecients of the Taylor series. We get
@x(i)Pm;(x) =
X
jj<k−1;i1
((@x(i)D
1;:::;i−1;:::;n);)(0)
x11   xi−1i   xnn
1!    (i − 1)!   n!
=
X
j~j<k−1
((@x(i)D
~);)(0)
x
~
~!
=
X
j~j<k−1
(D
~(@x(i);))(0)
x
~
~!
;
where ~ = ji!i−1. Hence, partial derivatives turn out to work on the coecients.
For general D;, the same idea applies, since any @x(i)@x(j) can be written as
@x(i)(@x(j)), and are applied one at a time. Therefore, we obtain
Bj(r)Pm;i = Bj(r)
0
@X
jj<k
Di(0)
x
!
1
A
=
X
j~j<~k
(D(Bj(r)i| {z }
0
))(0)
x
~
~!
= 0;
for any column Pm;i of Pm , where 1  i  s, since the derivatives D and the Bj’s
are commutative, and ~, ~k are obtained in the above described matter.
Hence, the space Pm can always be enlarged to contain functions that approxi-
mate  as desired. Also, note that −Pm is at least CK(IRs) component-wise. We
need the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.4. Let Pm be an s s matrix-valued function whose components are
in Pm, and let the cj’s satisfy the constraint
jPm =
NX
j=1
cjjjPm :
Then Q(c1; : : : ; cN) = Q−Pm (c1; : : : ; cN) and
(P ;)
2  Q−Pm (c1; : : : ; cN):
Proof. Let  =  −
NP
j=1
cjj. Then  2 P?m by the nature of the constraint. Hence,
Q = (
⊗;). If fp1; : : : ; pMg is a basis for Pm, we write Pm =
PM
j;k=1 bj;kpj⊗pk,
where bj;k and pj ⊗ pk are matrices for all j; k. Thus,
Q−Pm = (
 ⊗ ;)− ( ⊗ ;Pm)
= ( ⊗ ;)−
MX
j;k=1
( ⊗ ; bj;kpj ⊗ pk)| {z }
0
= ( ⊗ ;)
= Q:
By denition, (P ;)
2 is the minimum of Q, which completes the proof.
In [22, Lemma 2.2] it was shown that, if (x) = (−x), then  is a conjugate
symmetric matrix-valued function. We now require that  fulll this assumption.
Then a short calculation gives that Pm is conjugate symmetric as well, based on its
denition. We obtain the following expression for the power function:
Q−Pm = (
 ⊗ ;− Pm)− 2<
nX
j
cj(
 ⊗ j ;− Pm)
o
+
NX
j;k=1
cjc

k(

k ⊗ j ;− Pm):
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Hence, the quadratic form Q−Pm can be bounded above as follows:
jQ−Pm j  j( ⊗ ;− Pm)j| {z }
=:0
+j2<
nX
j
cj(
 ⊗ j ;− Pm)
o
j
+ j
NX
j;k=1
cjc

k(

k ⊗ j;− Pm)j
 0 + 2kck1 max
j
j( ⊗ j ;− Pm)j| {z }
=:1
+kck21 max
j;k
j(k ⊗ j;− Pm)j| {z }
=:2
= 0 + 2kck11 + kck212:(5.7)
If we combine this upper bound of the quadratic form Q−Pm with Proposition
5.4, we obtain the following result for the power function.
Theorem 5.5. Let Pm be any conjugate symmetric matrix-valued function whose
components are in Pm. For any c = (cj)Nj=1 satisfying the constraint
jPm =
NX
j=1
cjj jPm
we have the following upper bound on the power function:
(P ;)
2  0 + 2kck11 + kck212;(5.8)
where
0 := j( ⊗ ;− Pm)j;
1 := max
j
j( ⊗ j ;− Pm)j;(5.9)
2 := max
j;k
j(k ⊗ j;− Pm)j:
2. Norming Sets
The goal is now to estimate the j’s obtained in Theorem 5.5 and to obtain bounds
on kck1 that reflect the trade-o between distributions in  and . In order to obtain
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upper bounds on the norm of c, we apply the method of norming sets. Jetter, Sto¨ckler,
and Ward give a good description of the method of norming sets in [13, 14]. This was
central to [23].
The main idea of norming sets is to nd a set X = fx1; : : : ; xng  Ω of distinct
centers, where Ω is a compact subset of IRs, such that for a given polynomial p 2 Pm
with kpk = 1, we have kpjXk  1=2. Therefore, norming sets are used to determine
a set of centers X such that the operator T : Pm ! IRN given by T (p) = pjX is
injective with kT−1k  2.
Definition 5.6. Let V be a normed vector space with dual space V . Given the
subset Z  V , then Z is a norming set for V if there exists c > 0 such that
sup
z2Z;kzk=1
jz(v)j  ckvk for all v 2 V:(5.10)
Let T : V ! T (V )  ICjZj dened by T (v) = (z(v))z2Z denote the sampling operator.
The norm of the inverse sampling operator is given by
kT−1k := sup
v2V;v 6=0
kvkV
kT (v)k1 :(5.11)
Proposition 5.7. Let Z be a norming set for V with T being the corresponding
sampling operator. If  2 V , then there exists a = fazgz2Z 2 ICjZj∗ depending only
on  such that for all v 2 V ,
 (v) =
X
z2Z
azz(v) and kak1  k kV ∗kT−1k:(5.12)
To apply this general statement to the power function on a compact domain
Ω  IRs and at given centers X = fxjgNj=1, set Pm = IPs 7!sm \S. We take  = fjgNj=1
as a set of distributions. We choose V to be Pm, and dene the set Z to consist of
(j jPm ; ), for 1  j  N . Hence, the sampling operator is given by T (p)j = (j ; p)
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for p 2 Pm. Now, Z is a norming set for V on X;Ω, since T (p) = 0 implies that
p = 0 by Theorem 2.5. This yields that T is injective. If we take  = (jPm ; ) in
Proposition 5.7, we obtain the following result that gives us a norming set on X;Ω.
Corollary 5.8. There exist coecients c = fcjgNj=1 such that for all p 2 Pm,
(p) =
NX
j=1
cjj(p) and kck1  kjPmkP∗mkT−1k;
where kT−1k is dened in (5.11), and the norm kkP∗m depends on that for Pm.
C. Error Estimates on IRs
In this section we want to establish error estimates based on upper bounds for the
power function P ; for a matrix-valued, strictly order-m SCPD function  on a
compact domain Ω  IRs. We assume that  is in Ck (IRs), where k is an even
integer, i.e.  has k derivatives that are Ho¨lder continuous at the origin, with Ho¨lder
exponent 0 <   1.
The spaces Ck (IR
s) are Banach spaces analogous in a certain sense to the spaces
Hk(IRs) used to obtain positive deniteness results in Chapter III. In the Ck spaces,
weak dierentiability is replaced by continuous dierentiability and L2-integrability
is replaced by Ho¨lder continuity with exponent . Also, it can be shown that for
certain choices of k, k0, and , the space Hk(IRs) can be embedded continuously, or
even compactly, in Ck
′
 (IR
s), see [9, Theorem 7.26] and [1, Theorem 2.2].
The set  comprises vector-valued Dirac  functions j = vjxj , with vj 2 IRs,
for 1  j  N , based on a nite set X = fx1; : : : ; xng of distinct points in IRs, such
that X  Ω. Let the distribution  be given by  = (−1)jj v Dx, where x belongs
to Ω, v 2 IRs, and jj  k=2. Let Pm be IPs 7!sm \ S, the intersection of the admissible
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Figure 2. The cube W (w; ), with mesh norm h = hX;Ω and space dimension s
space S and IPs 7!sm . The mesh norm, or Hausdor distance, for Ω is dened to be
hX;Ω; = sup
y2Ω
min
xj2X
ky − xjk2:(5.13)
The estimates we obtain are given in terms of the mesh norm, and hold uniformly for
any sub-domain of Ω that can be covered by cubes.
1. Estimates on a Cube
Our objective is to obtain upper bounds for the power function P ;, where x, related
to , is contained in W (w; ) := fx 2 IRs : kx − wk1  g, a closed cube in Ω with
side length 2 and center w, see Figure 2. The gure is taken from [23]. We assume
for the remainder of the section that =hΩ;X > 1, which guarantees that Y := X \W
is non-empty. Let us dene the mesh norm for W with respect to Y as
hY;W := sup
z2W
min
xj2Y
kz − xjk2:
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There are two possibilities, h := hX;Ω can be either larger than hY;W , or h can be
smaller than hY;W . The latter situation is illustrated in Figure 2. Narcowich, Ward,
and Wendland showed in [23] that hY;W  (1+ps)hX;Ω, using the following argument:
Since h < hY;W , the closest point xi 2 X to the corner point z is outside of W (w; ).
Hence, xi =2 Y = X \W . On the other hand, for the point z0 on the corner of the
cube W (m;  − h), there is an element xj 2 Y such that kz0 − xjk2  h, since z0
has a distance of at least h to the boundary of the outer cube W (m; ). Hence, the
distance from z to the closest point in Y is bounded above by
p
sh+ h. Since this is
the maximum distance a point in W (w; ) can have to Y , we obtain the above result,
i.e.
hY;W  (1 +
p
s)hX;Ω:(5.14)
We need this result later to relate the mesh norm for the cube to the mesh norm on
Ω in our error estimates. We now look at norming sets on the cube. Assume that we
have given the cube W (w; ), the subset Y of vector-valued Dirac -functions  at
points in Y , and a polynomial p 2 Pm, such that kpk1;W = 1. Let Pm = IPs 7!sm \ S
be equipped with the norm
kpk1;W := sup
x2W
max
1is
jpi(x)j;
with pi being the i
th component of p, for 1  i  s. We want to nd a norming set
Y   for Pm such that kpjY k1;W  1=2.
Recall that Markov’s inequality
kp0k1;[a;b]  2(m− 1)
2
b− a kpk1;[a;b](5.15)
holds for p 2 IP1m on [a; b] 2 IR. If we now extend the equality (5.15) to a polynomial
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p 2 IPsm and let x 2W = W (m; ), we get as shown in [23]
kDpk1;W 

(m− 1)2

jj
kpk1;W :(5.16)
Note that  = (−1)jj v Dx yields
h; pi = v Dp(x) =
sX
j=1
vj(D
pj(x))  kvk1 sup
1is
jDpj(x)j;
and hence applying Markov’s inequality (5.16) to the upper bound of kjPmkP∗m gives
kjPmkP∗m  kvk1

(m− 1)2

jj
:(5.17)
We now are able to prove the following result which gives a norming set on Pm:
Lemma 5.9. Let W = W (w; ) be a cube of side length 2 and center w, contained
in the compact set Ω  IRs, and let Pm = IPs 7!sm \ S. If the mesh norm on the cube,
hY;W , satises the condition
hY;W  
2
p
s(m− 1)2 ;(5.18)
then the sampling operator T : Pm ! IRN given by T (p) = pjY is injective, with
kT−1k  2, and Y is a norming set for Pm.
Proof. Assume that kpk1;W = 1. Since W is a compact subset of Ω, there exists a
z 2 W and an l 2 f1; : : : ; sg such that kpk1;W = jpl(z)j. Let y be the closest point
in Y to z, i.e. kz − yk2  hY;W . Then
jpl(y)j  jpl(z)j − jpl(z)− pl(y)j = kpk1;W − jpl(z)− pl(y)j:
By applying the mean value theorem to the last term, we obtain the following lower
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estimate for some  2 IRs:
jpl(y)j  kpk1;W −

sX
j=1
@pl
@x(j)
()(z(j)− y(j))
 :
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality and Markov’s inequality (5.16) for pl with
jj = 1 yields
jpl(y)j  kpk1;W − krpl()k2kz − yk2
 kpk1;W −
p
sl2

kplk1;Wkz − yk2
 kpk1;W −
p
sl2

kpk1;Wkz − yk2:
If we now use kz − yk2  hY;W and the condition hY;W  =[2ps(m − 1)2],
we obtain that jpl(y)j  1=2kpk1;W . Since kpjY k1;W  jpl(y)j, we get the estimate
kpjY k1;W  1=2kpk1;W . But this is equivalent to the operator T being injective,
with
kT−1k = sup
p2Pm;p 6=0
kpkPm
kTpk1;W  2:
Combining Lemma (5.9), inequality (5.17), and Corollary 5.8 yields the following
result with notation as in Lemma 5.9.
Lemma 5.10. For every x 2 W = W (w; ), there exist coecients c = fcjgNj=1 such
that for all p 2 Pm,
h; pi = vDp(x) =
X
xj2Y
cjvjp(xj); with kck1  2 kvk1

(m− 1)2

jj
;
provided hY;W  =[2
p
s(m− 1)2].
After having obtained an upper bound for kck1, we are left to specify bounds
on 0, 1, and 2. Those are obtained in the proof of the following theorem that
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combines all results gathered in this section to get an upper bound on the power
function.
Theorem 5.11. Let  2 Ck (IRs) be a matrix-valued, order-m conditionally positive
denite function, and, for x 2 W = W (w; ), let  = (−1)jjvDx, with jj  k=2.
If the mesh norm, hY;W , satises hY;W  =[2
p
s(m − 1)2], then the power function
P ;Y possesses the upper bound
(P ;Y )
2 

s(k−jj)=2(2
p
s(m− 1)2)jj
(k − jj)! +
sk=2(2
p
s(m− 1)2)2jj
k!
max
xj2Y
kvjk1

 4 Mk; kvk21 max
xj2Y
kvjk1 (2
p
s)k+−2jj;(5.19)
where
Mk; := max
1;s;jj=k
kD;kCν :(5.20)
Proof. We use Theorem 5.5. Therefore, we are left to nd bounds for 0, 1, and
2 dened in equation (5.9). Let us get some upper bounds for the derivatives of a
polynomial p rst. Dene
kDpk1;W := sup
x2W
max
1js
jDpj(x)j:
Since W is compact, we can nd l and z 2 W such that kDpk1;W = jDpl(z)j. Since
jDpl(z)j  [(m− 1)2=]jj kplk1;W  [(m− 1)2=]jj kpk1;W by inequality (5.16), we
obtain
kDpk1;W 

(m− 1)2

jj
kpk1;W for p 2 IPsm \ S:(5.21)
Let Pm be the Taylor polynomial of degree k − 1 for a scalar-valued function
 2 Ck(IRs), i.e. Pm(t) =
P
jj<kD
(0)t=!. From the remainder in Taylor’s
Theorem applied to Dγ with jγj  k, Narcowich, Ward, and Wendland obtained in
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[23] the inequality
jDγ(t)−DγPm(t)j 
s(k−jγj)=2 ~Mk;
(k − jγj)! ktk
k+−jγj
2 ;(5.22)
for t in a suciently small neighborhood of 0 and ~Mk; := maxjj=kkDkCν .
Since  = (−1)jjvDx, where jj  k=2, we get
0 = jv(D2(0)−D2Pm(0))vj
=
 sX
;=1
v()(D2;(0)−D2Pm;(0))v()

 kvk21 max
1;s
jD2;(0)−D2Pm;(0)j:
Applying inequality (5.22) with  = ;, γ = 2, and t = 0 now yields that
0 = 0:(5.23)
In order to get upper bounds for 1 and 2, we rst dene M

k; as the quantity
Mk; := max
1;s;jj=k
kD;kCν :(5.24)
Now we obtain the following chain of inequalities for 1:
1 = max
xj2Y
jv(D(x− xj)−DPm(x− xj))vj j
= max
xj2Y
 sX
;=1
v()(D;(x− xj)−DPm;(x− xj))vj()

 kvk1 max
xj2Y
n
kvjk1 max
1;s
jD;(x− xj)−DPm;(x− xj)j
o
 kvk1 max
xj2Y
n
kvjk1 s
(k−jj)=2
(k − jj)!M

k;kx− xjkk+−jj2
o
;
where we applied inequality (5.22) with γ =  in the last step. Since x and xj are
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both points in the cube W , we have kx− xjk2  2
p
s. This yields
1  kvk1 max
xj2Y
kvjk1 s
(k−jj)=2
(k − jj)!M

k;(2
p
s)k+−jj:(5.25)
Similarly, by setting γ = 0 in inequality (5.22) we obtain
2 = max
xj ;xk2Y
jvk((xk − xj)− Pm(xk − xj))vjj
= max
xj ;xk2Y
 sX
;=1
vk();(xk − xj)− Pm;(xk − xj))vj()

 max
xj ;xk2Y
n
kvjk1kvkk1s
k=2
k!
Mk;kxk − xjkk+2
o
;
and since xj and xk are both in W , we can estimate their distance by 2
p
s, which
yields
2  max
xj2Y
kvjk21
sk=2
k!
Mk;(2
p
s)k+ :(5.26)
Combining inequality (5.17), Theorem 5.5, and the upper bounds (5.23), (5.25), and
(5.26), we obtain
(P ;Y )
2  0 + 2kck11 + kck212
 4

l2

jj
kvk21 max
xj2Y
kvjk1 s
(k−jj)=2
(k − jj)!M

k;(2
p
s)k+−jj
+ 4

l2

2jj
kvk21 max
xj2Y
kvjk21
sk=2
k!
Mk;(2
p
s)k+ :
Rearranging terms now leads to the estimate (5.19) of the power function.
Note that if we normalize kvk1 = 1 and assume that maxxj2Xkvjk1 = 1, we
obtain a simplied bound for the power function, which is similar to the bound for
scalar-valued functions obtained in [23]. The result is stated in the following corollary.
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Corollary 5.12. If kvk1 = 1 and maxxj2Xkvjk1 = 1, then Theorem 5.11 yields
(P ;Y )
2  4Mk;

s(k−jj)=2(2
p
s(m− 1)2)jj
(k − jj)! +
sk=2(2
p
s(m− 1)2)2jj
k!

(2ps)k+−2jj;
where Mk; is dened as in equation (5.24).
This corollary does not show the dependency on the mesh norm explicitly. In
Corollary 5.13, the results are given in terms of the mesh norm as desired.
2. Estimates on Ω
An immediate consequence of Theorem 5.11 is an error estimate on the whole Ω. We
dene the two expressions
C := 2

(m− 1)2hX;Ω

jj
;(5.27)
R := 2
p
s
hX;Ω
:(5.28)
Note that C is the upper bound on kck1 with the mesh norm scaled out if kvk1 = 1.
The second expression, R, is the ratio of the diameter of the cube W = W (w; ) and
the mesh norm, hX;Ω. We now state an error estimate that holds on Ω.
Corollary 5.13. Let  satisfy   2(ps+ s)(m− 1)2hX;Ω, let kvk1 = 1, and assume
that maxxj2Xkvjk1 = 1. If W (w; ) is contained in the domain Ω, and if x 2 W (w; ),
then
(P ;Y )
2 Mk;

2Rk+−jjC s
(k−jj)=2
(k − jj)! +R
k+C2 s
k=2
k!

hk+−2X;Ω ;(5.29)
where R = 4s(1 +ps)(m− 1)2 and C = 21−jj(s+ps)−jj, and Mk; is dened as in
(5.24).
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Proof. Since   2(ps + s)(m − 1)2hX;Ω and hY;W  (1 +
p
s)hX;Ω by inequality
(5.14), we get hY;W  =[2
p
s(m − 1)2]. Hence, the assumptions for Theorem 5.11
are fullled and (5.19) holds. Since W  Ω, and since Y  X implies that Y  ,
we get P ;  P ;Y , and we can replace Y by  and W by Ω in (5.19) to obtain
inequality (5.29).
Remark 5.14. Corollary 5.13 says that for any x in the domain Ω 2 IRs that can
be put in a cube W (w; ) with side length 2 = 4(
p
s + s)(m − 1)2hX;Ω which is
completely contained in Ω, the power function can be bounded uniformly as given in
inequality (5.19).
Remark 5.15. The expression R depends on the space dimension, s, and on the side
length, , but not on the derivative order, jj. The ratio C depends on the degree of
the polynomial and the side length of the cube, but not on the number of centers,
N . Also, note that C decreases if  increases. Since we can choose  to be at least
2(
p
s+s)(m−1)2hX;Ω, we can improve the estimate by choosing  as large as possible
but such that all cubes of interest are still contained in Ω, in case jj > 1.
Remark 5.16. The bounds obtained are consistent with classical results.
Finally, combining Corollary 5.13 with (5.4), we obtain a uniform error estimate
on Ω.
Proposition 5.17. If the assumptions of Proposition 5.1, Theorem 5.11, and Corol-
lary 5.13 are fullled, then
sup
x2W (!;)Ω
kD(f − sf) (x)k1  jf j T 1=2 h(k+−2)=2X;Ω ;(5.30)
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where kgk1 := supv2IRs;kvk1=1jvg (x)j, and
T := Mk;

2Rk+−jjC s
(k−jj)=2
(k − jj)! +R
k+C2 s
k=2
k!

;
R = 4s(1 +ps)(m− 1)2;
C = 2
1−jj
(s+
p
s)jj
;
and the expression Mk; is dened as in (5.24).
D. Examples
To conclude this chapter we investigate some examples of radial basis functions and
show that they are in some class of Ho¨lder continuous functions. Let us start with
functions from IR to IR.
Proposition 5.18. Let  1;1(x) := (1− jxj)3+(3jxj+ 1) be the C2-Wendland function
for x 2 IR. Then  1;1 2 C11(IR).
Proof. Assume x 2 [0; 1]. Then  1;1(x) = (1 − x)3(3x + 1). But this implies that
 01;1(x) = −12x+ 24x2 − 12x3. Therefore, we get
j 01;1(x)j = j−12x3 + 24x2 − 12xj = 12jxjjx2 − 2x+ 1j
= 12jxj(x− 1)2  12jxj;
since (x − 1)2  1 for x 2 [0; 1]. It is easy to verify that this is an upper bound for
 1;1 for all x 2 IR. Hence, this yields that  1;1 2 C11 (IR).
Proposition 5.19. Let  1;2(x) := (1 − jxj)5+(8x2 + 5jxj + 1) be the C4-Wendland
function for x 2 IR. Then  1;2 2 C31(IR).
Proof. Assume x 2 [0; 1]. Then  1;3(x) = (1 − x)5(8x2 + 5x + 1). But this implies
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that  
(3)
1;3(x) = −3360x2 + 840x+ 4200x3 − 1680x4. Therefore, we get
j (3)1;3(x)j = jxjj1680x3 − 4200x2 + 3360x− 840j
= 840jxjj2x− 1j(x− 1)2  840jxj;
since j2x − 1j  1 and (x − 1)2  1 for x 2 [0; 1]. It is easy to verify that this is an
upper bound for  1;3 for all x 2 IR. Hence, this yields that  1;3 2 C31(IR).
We now investigate functions from IR3 to IR.
Proposition 5.20. Let  3;1(x) := (1−kxk2)4+(4kxk2 + 1) be the C2-Wendland func-
tion for x 2 IR3. Then  3;1 2 C11(IR3).
Proof. Let us assume kxk  1. We investigate the derivatives D 3;1, where jj = 1.
Since @xi 3;1 = 20(−1 + kxk3)xi, for 1  i  3, we get
j@xi 3;1(x)j = 20j−1 + kxk3jjxij  20kxk;
for 1  i  3, since j−1 + kxk3j  1 and jxij  kxk for all 1  i  3. It is
straightforward to verify that this is an upper bound for  3;1 for all x 2 IR3. Hence,
this yields that  3;1 2 C11 (IR3).
We conclude the chapter by looking at matrix-valued radial basis functions from
IR2 to IR22.
Proposition 5.21. Let  3;2(x) := (1−kxk2)6+(35kxk22+18kxk2+3)=3 be the Wendland
function in C4 for x 2 IR2. Let  := f−I + rrTg 3;2(x) be the 2  2 matrix-
valued function based on the Wendland function  3;2 with its components in C
2. Then
 2 C11 (IR2).
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Proof. Firstly, observe that for x = (x; y)T ,
(x) =
0
B@−@2y @x@y
@x@y −@2x
1
CA 3;2(x) :=
0
B@1;1(x) 1;2(x)
2;1(x) 2;2(x)
1
CA ;
with
1;1(x) = −56=3 (kxk − 1)4+(35y2 + 5x2 − 1− 4kxk);
1;2(x) = 2;1(x) = 560 (kxk − 1)4+xy; and
2;2(x) = −56=3 (kxk − 1)4+(35x2 + 5y2 − 1− 4kxk):
For jj = 1, we have to check the two derivatives D(1;0) = @x and D(0;1) = @y. We get
for kxk  1:
@x1;1(x) = −560 (kxk − 1)3x(5y2 + x2 − kxk)=kxk
@x1;2(x) = 560 (kxk − 1)3y(5x2 + y2 − kxk)=kxk
@x2;2(x) = −560 (kxk − 1)3x(7x2 + 3y2 − 3kxk)=kxk;
and
@y1;1(x) = −560 (kxk − 1)3y(7y2 + 3x2 − 3kxk)=kxk
@y1;2(x) = 560 (kxk − 1)3x(5y2 + x2 − kxk)=kxk
@y2;2(x) = −560 (kxk − 1)3y(5x2 + y2 − kxk)=kxk:
Let us investigate @x1;1(x). Our goal is to nd an upper bound for the derivative.
We have
j@x1;1(x)j  560 jkxk − 1j3 jxj
5y2 + x2 − kxk =kxk
 560 5y2 + x2 − kxk ;
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since jkxk − 1j3  1 and jxj  kxk. We now obtain
j@x1;1(x)j  560
(
5y2 + x2 + kxk  560 (5y2 + 5x2 + kxk
= 560
(
5kxk2 + kxk  3360 kxk;
since kxk2  kxk for kxk  1. Similarly, we can obtain upper bounds for the other
derivatives. Therefore, since it is easy to verify that this gives upper bounds for all
components of (x) for all x 2 IR, we obtain that  2 C11(IR2).
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CHAPTER VI
STABILITY ESTIMATES
In this chapter we investigate the stability of the interpolation matrix based on the
matrix-valued RBF which is done via a study of condition numbers. Stability deter-
mines how much the interpolant changes in case of (small) perturbations of the data.
We derive estimates on the norm of the inverse of the interpolation matrix which
arises in a broad class of multivariate Hermite interpolation problems. It turns out
that these estimates depend on the same parameters as in the case of ordinary interpo-
lation with scalar-valued radial basis functions [20, 21]. More explicitly, the stability
estimates depend on the particular generating scalar-valued radial basis function, the
space dimension, and the minimal separation of the Hermite data. It does not depend
on the number or distribution of the data sites. We expect similar methods as those
derived in this chapter to lead to stability estimates for a broader class of Hermite
interpolation problems. The approach we take here is based on [22, Section 7].
A. Multivariate Hermite Interpolation
We investigate upper bounds for the norm of the inverse of the interpolation matrix A
which is based on the following class of multivariate Hermite interpolation problems:
Given a set of distinct points X := fxjgNj=1 in IRs with minimum separation dened
by 2q := minj 6=kkxj −xkk, we want to interpolate a vector-valued function dened on
IRs at given function values and certain derivative information of rst order obtained
at the data sites X. More specically, the distributions generating the data are given
to be -functionals and rst order derivatives of -functionals. Hence, we set the
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linear functionals  := fjgNj=1 [ fjgNj=1, to be given as
j := vj xj and j := wj D
jxj ;(6.1)
where jjj = 1, for 1  j  N . Here, vj ; wj 2 IRs are arbitrary vectors of xed length
kvjk = kwjk = L  1=12 for all j’s. This leads to more general results which can
be standardized to have unit length by setting L = 1. Let the matrix-valued basis
functions have the form
(x) =
Z
IRs
eix d();(6.2)
with d() := (2)−skk2() ^()d, where () is dened to be the projection
() := I − kk−2T for  6= 0 as dened in Chapter III and let  ^() be the Fourier
transform of a scalar-valued radial basis function  2 SPD. Hence,  is an order-0
S-CPD function.
We assume that  is strictly S-CPD and that the generating scalar-valued RBF
 has a (general) Fourier transform which is positive, i.e.
 ^() > 0 for all  2 IRs:(6.3)
Then the measure d() is a positive measure whose support contains an open subset
of IRs. The scalar-valued radial basis functions of interest fulll this assumption
[25, 29], as for example the Gaussian functions,  (x) = e
−kxk2 , with  > 0, and the
class of Wendland functions  l;k(x) dened in Chapter III, for l  2.
B. Estimates for the Quadratic Form
We want to obtain upper bounds for the inverse of the 2N 2N interpolation matrix
A arising from the interpolation problem described above. Our goal is to show that
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kA−1k  (q; s) for some function  independent of the number of data sites, N . Note
that  depends only on the separation distance, q, the space dimension, s, and on
the RBF. Upper bounds for matrix-valued functions generated by other RBFs can be
obtained using ideas employed in [21].
Note that the matrix A is positive denite when  is S-CPD. Hence, es-
timating kA−1k amounts to obtaining a lower bound on the lowest eigenvalue of
A and then taking inverses. We now investigate the quadratic form cAc, where
c = (a1; : : : ; aN ; b1; : : : ; bN )
T 2 IR2N , in order to obtain an estimate for the lowest
eigenvalue. Here, (2.10) and (6.2) yield
cAc = (l ⊗ l;) =
Z
IRs
l(x)(  l)(x) dx
=
Z
IRs
l(x)
Z
IRs
Z
IRs
ei(x−y)d() l(y) dy dx
=
Z
IRs
0
@ Z
IRs
e−ixl(x) dx
1
A d()
0
@ Z
IRs
e−iyl(y) dy
1
A
=
Z
IRs
l^()d() l^() =: kl^k2;(6.4)
where l(x) :=
NP
j=1
ajj(x) +
NP
j=1
bjj(x). If d() is any positive measure such that its
support contains an open subset of IRs fullling d()  d()  0, then
cAc = kl^k2  kl^k2 =: cBc;
and hence,
cAc 
NX
j;k=1
(aj akh^k; ^ji + bj bkh^k; ^ji + aj bkh^k; ^ji + bj akh^k; ^ji):
If we split the sum in the parts where j = k and j 6= k and use jaj2 + jbj2  2jabj, we
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obtain the bound
cAc 
NX
j=1
jaj j2
 
k^jk2 −
X
k 6=j
jh^k; ^ji j −
NX
k=1
jh^k; ^ji j
!
+
NX
j=1
jbj j2
 
k^jk2 −
X
k 6=j
jh^k; ^ji j −
NX
k=1
jh^k; ^ji j
!
:(6.5)
We now investigate the measure d(). Let d() := kk2()^ d, where, since
d() = kk2() ^() d, we want that  ^()  ^()  0 and that ^ is compactly
supported with its support containing some open subset of IRs. The inverse Fourier
transform of ^ is (2)s. Since ^ has compact support, its inverse Fourier transform
 is an entire function, and hence any dierentiation of  is well-dened. Our next
goal is to compute the forms h; i occurring in inequality (6.5). We can write the
general form of the considered linear functionals as ~j := ~vj D
~jxj , with j ~jj  1
and k~vjk = L for 1  j  2N , such that ~j = j for 1  j  N and ~j = j for
N + 1  j  2N . Hence,
h~^j ; ~^ki =
Z
IRs
\(~vjD~j ()xj)

d() \(~vkD~kxk)()
=
Z
IRs
0
@ Z
IRs
e−ix~vjD~jxj(x) dx
1
A d()
0
@ Z
IRs
e−iy~vkD~kxk(y) dy
1
A
=
Z
IRs
~vjD
~jxj (x) dx
Z
IRs
ei(x−y) d()
Z
IRs
~vkD
~kxk(y) dy
=
Z
IRs
Z
IRs
Z
IRs
~vjD
~jxj(x)e
i(x−y)fkk2I − Tg^()~vkD~kxk(y) dx dy d
=
Z
IRs
(i)~j+~k(−1)~kei(xj−xk) ~vj fkk2I − Tg~vk ^() d
= (−1)~k(2)s ~vj [(D~j+~kf−I +rrTg)(xj − xk)]~vk;
where we used Fourier transform arguments to calculate the derivatives. Applying
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k~vjk = L and using that kAk2 = supx;y 6=0jyAxj=(kxkkyk) for a matrix A gives
jh~^j ; ~^ki j  (2)sL2k(D~j+~kf−I +rrTg)(xj − xk)k2;(6.6)
where kk2 is the associated matrix norm in l2, i.e. the spectral norm. This leads to
the following lower bound for the quadratic form
cAc  (2)s
2NX
j=1
jaj j2
 
j~vj (D2~jf−I +rrTg)(0) ~vj j
−
X
k 6=j
j~vj (D~j+~akf−I +rrTg)(xj − xk) vkj
!
 (2)s
2NX
j=1
jaj j2
 
j~vj (D2~jf−I +rrTg)(0) ~vj j
− L2
X
k 6=j
kD~j+~akf−I +rrTg)(xj − xk)k2
!
;(6.7)
where we applied inequality (6.6) in the last step. Note that 2j~jj 2 f0; 2g and that
0  j~j + ~kj  2. That means that we have to determine derivatives of  up to
fourth order.
1. Choice of the Function 
We now choose the function  properly such that we get good results and
 ^()  ^()  0(6.8)
holds. For an even integer p dene the function
Bp := 1=2  : : :  1=2| {z }
p-fold
;
where 1=2 is the characteristic function with support [−1=2; 1=2]. Note that Bp is
a function from IR to IR. Dene the tensor product spline as Tp(x) :=
sQ
t=1
Bp(x(t)),
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where x(t) is the tth component of x 2 IRs. Then [3] gives:
(a) Tp is an even, piecewise polynomial function;
(b) Tp(x) > 0 for every x in C = fx : −p=2 < x(t) < p=2; 1  t  sg, zero
elsewhere;
(c) Tp(0) = Bp(0)s  Tp(x) for all x 2 IRs;
(d) T^p() =
sQ
t=1
sincp((t));
(e) Tp =
n
(2)−s
sQ
t=1
sincp(x(t))
o^
.
Here, the equation (e) is obtained from (d) and Fourier transform properties. Com-
bining these properties of Tp yields the following lemma. Property (b) means that
the support of Tp is the s-dimensional cube with sides [−p=2; p=2].
Lemma 6.1. Let γ be any positive number and p any even integer, dene
’0(r) := infkk2r
 ^()  0 and(6.9)
cγ :=
’0(
p
γ
)
Bp(0)s(2γ)s :(6.10)
Then  ^()  ^γ()  0 for any member of the family of functions dened by
^γ() := (2γ)
scγTp(γ);(6.11)
and the inverse Fourier transform of (6.11) is given by
γ(x) = cγ
sY
t=1
sincp(x(t)=γ);(6.12)
where x(k) is the kth component of x 2 IRs.
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2. Certain Derivatives of γ
We now want to estimate the terms arising in inequality (6.7), where γ is given as in
equation (6.12). We therefore need estimates for the entries of the s s dimensional
matrix P (x) := D~j+~kf−I + rrTgγ(x). In order to obtain these bounds, we
begin with a calculation of Dγ(x), where 1  jj  2. If jj = 1, i.e. for the rst
partial derivatives, we obtain
@x(j)γ(x) = cγ@x(j)
 
sY
t=1
sincp(x(t)=γ)
!
=
cγp
γ
Y
t6=j
sincp(x(t)=γ)sincp−1(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ):(6.13)
If j 6= k, dierentiating (6.13) gives the following partials of second order
@x(k)@x(j)γ(x) =
cγp
2
γ2
Y
t6=j;k
sincp(x(t)=γ)

Y
r=j;k
sincp−1(x(r)=γ)sinc0(x(r)=γ):(6.14)
If j = k, we obtain the following partials:
@2x(j)γ(x) =
cγp
γ2
Y
t6=j
sincp(x(t)=γ)
n
(p− 1)sincp−2(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ)2
+ sincp−1(x(j)=γ)sinc00(x(j)=γ)
o
:(6.15)
If we dene the matrix P to have entries Pjk(x) := f−jk
sP
l=1
@2x(l) + @x(j)@x(k)gγ(x),
for 1  j; k  s, combining the results obtained in (6.14) and (6.15) yields for j = k:
Pjj(x) = −cγp
γ2
X
l 6=j
Y
t6=l
sincp(x(t)=γ)

n
(p− 1)sincp−2(x(l)=γ)sinc0(x(l)=γ)2 + sincp−1(x(l)=γ)sinc00(x(l)=γ)
o
(6.16)
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and, for the o-diagonal entries, i.e. for j 6= k, we get
Pjk(x) =
cγp
2
γ2
Y
t6=j;k
sincp(x(t)=γ)
Y
r=j;k
sincp−1(x(r)=γ)sinc0(x(r)=γ):(6.17)
We now state the following result for the elements Pjk(0), for 1  j; k  s.
Lemma 6.2. If x = 0 and jj = 0, then

f−I +rrTgγ(0)

jk
=
8><
>:
0 for j 6= k;
cγp (s− 1)
3γ2
for j = k:
(6.18)
Proof. Using the fact that sinc(0) = 1, sinc0(0) = 0, sinc00(0) = −1=3 and applying
equations (6.16) and (6.17) for x = 0 yields the result.
In order to be able to estimate derivatives up to fourth order of the function
sinc(x), we now state a result that was obtained in [22, Lemma 7.2].
Lemma 6.3. There holds
jsinc(l)(x)j  minf1; 2jxjg for all l  0 and x 6= 0:(6.19)
It remains to obtain the values for the entries

(Df−I + rrTgγ)(0)

jk
,
where 1  jj  2, and if x 6= 0 to get estimates for the entries of the matrix
Df−I + rrTgγ(x), where 0  jj  2. The proof of the following lemma is
given in the appendix.
Lemma 6.4. For 0  jj  2 and x 6= 0, there holds
kDf−I +rrTgγ(x)k1  2cγ(s− 1)

p
γ
jj+2 sY
t=1

min

1;
2γ
jx(t)j
p
:
Suppose that x 6= 0 in the inequality of Lemma 6.4. Let jx(t0)j = maxtjx(t)j.
Standard arguments give kxk1 = jx(t0)j  1=ps kxk2. Use minf1; 2γ=jx(t)jg  1 if
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t 6= t0 and minf1; 2γ=jx(t0)jg  2γ=jx(t0)j  2γ
p
s=kxk2 if t = t0, as in [22]. Note
also that kAk2 
p
skAk1 for a matrix A. Using the inequality of Lemma 6.4 for
0  jj  2 and x 6= 0 yields the estimate
kDf−I +rrTgγ(x)k2 
p
s kDf−I +rrTgγ(x)k1
 2cγ
p
s(s− 1)

p
γ
jj+2 
2γ
p
s
kxk2
p
:(6.20)
We use this inequality in order to obtain the lower bounds for the quadratic form
(6.7).
As a consequence of the proof of Lemma 6.4 in Appendix A, we are now able
to evaluate

(Df−I + rrTgγ)(0)

jk
for 1  jj  2. Using the fact that
sinc(0) = 1, sinc0(0) = 0, sinc00(0) = −1=3, and sinc000(0) = 0, we obtain the following
result:
Lemma 6.5. If jj = 1 and x = 0, then

(Df− +rrTgγ)(0)

jk
= 0 for all 1  j; k  N:(6.21)
Let  = l + i. Then, if jj = 2 and x = 0, there holds

(Dl+if− + rrTgγ)(0)

jk
=
8>>><
>>>:
−cγ p9γ4
n
p(s− 2) + 3(p− 1)
o
for l = i 6= j; and j = k;
−cγ p29γ (s− 1) for l = i = j = k;
0 else:
(6.22)
C. Stability Theorem and Proof
Combining the results of the earlier sections of this chapter allows us to prove the
following theorem yielding a lower bound for the quadratic form cAc:
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Theorem 6.6. For space dimension s  2, let p  s + 1 be an even integer, and
choose γ = γ(q; p; s) such that γ > 0 and it satises the inequalities
3γ  1 and 3s+2pps(2γpsq−1)p

1 +
p
γ

 1
4
:(6.23)
If (x) has the form
(x) =
Z
IRs
eix d();
with d() := (2)−skk2() ^() d, where () := I − kk−2T for  6= 0 and  ^
is the positive Fourier transform of a scalar-valued RBF  such that  is an order-0
strictly S-CPD function, then
cAc  (q; s; p)kck2; where  := 1
2
’0(
p
γ
)
Bp(0)sγs ;(6.24)
and ’0 is dened as in (6.9).
Proof. Combining (6.5) and (6.6) gives
cAc 
NX
j=1
jajj2(2)s

jvjf−I +rrTgγ(0)vj j
− L2
X
k 6=j
kf−I +rrTgγ(xj − xk)k2
− L2
NX
k=1
kDkf−I +rrTgγ(xj − xk)k2

+
NX
j=1
jbjj2(2)s

jwj D2jf−I +rrTgγ(0)wjj(6.25)
− L2
X
k 6=j
kDj+kf−I +rrTgγ(xj − xk)k2
− L2
NX
k=1
kDjf−I +rrTgγ(xj − xk)k2

:
We rst investigate the term jwj D2jf−I + rrTgγ(0)wjj. Denote the matrix
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D2jf−I +rrTgγ(0) =: M(0). If we now apply (6.22) we obtain
jwj D2jf−I +rrTgγ(0)wjj =
NX
i=1
jwj(i)j2jMii(0)j
 min
j
jMjj(0)j
NX
i=1
jwj(i)j2
= cγ
p2
9γ4
(s− 1)L2;
since the diagonal entries are the only non-zero entries of D2jf−I + rrTgγ(0)
and since p(s− 2) + 3(p− 1)  p(s− 1)  0. Applying (6.18) and (6.20) now yields
the estimate
cAc
(2)scγ

NX
j=1
jajj2
(
L2
p
3γ2
(s− 1)− 2L2ps(2γps)p(s− 1)

p
γ
2X
k 6=j
1
kxj − xkkp2
− 2L2ps(2γps)p(s− 1)

p
γ
3X
k 6=j
1
kxj − xkkp2
)
+
NX
j=1
jbjj2
(
L2
p2
9γ4
(s− 1)− 2L2ps(2γps)p(s− 1)

p
γ
4X
k 6=j
1
kxj − xkkp2
− 2L2ps(2γps)p(s− 1)

p
γ
3X
k 6=j
1
kxj − xkkp2
)
:
Note that we replaced
NP
k=1
by
P
k 6=j
because of (6.21). Grouping similar terms together
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gives the lower bound
cAc
(2)scγ

NX
j=1
jaj j2
(
L2
p
3γ2
(s− 1)− 2L2ps(2γps)p(s− 1)

p
γ
2


1 +
p
γ
X
k 6=j
1
kxj − xkkp2
)
+
NX
j=1
jbjj2
(
L2
p2
9γ4
(s− 1)− 2L2ps(2γps)p(s− 1)

p
γ
3
(6.26)


1 +
p
γ
X
k 6=j
1
kxj − xkkp2
)
:
We now are left to estimate
P
k 6=j 1=kxj−xkkp2. Here, we use the technique presented
by Narcowich and Ward in [20] to get
X
k 6=j
1
kxj − xkkp2
 3s
1X
n=1
ns−1n;
where
n := supfkxk−p : nq  kxk  (n+ 1)qg
and 2q is the minimal separation distance of the data sites X = fxjgNj=1. Clearly, we
have that n = (nq)
−p holds. Therefore,
X
k 6=j
1
kxj − xkkp2
 3sq−p
1X
n=1
ns−p−1  3sq−p
1X
n=1
n−2;
since p  s+ 1. Using the fact that the last sum is equal to 2=6, we hence obtain
X
k 6=j
1
kxj − xkkp2
 3sq−p
2
6
 3s+1q−p:(6.27)
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Combining (6.26) and (6.27) now yields the lower bound for cAc of the form
cAc
(2)scγ

NX
j=1
jaj j2(s− 1)L2 p
3γ2
(
1− 6γ
2
p
p
s(2γ
p
sq−1)p 3s+1

p
γ
2 
1 +
p
γ
)
+
NX
j=1
jbj j2(s− 1)L2 p
2
9γ4
(
1− 3γ 6γ
2
p
p
s(2γ
p
sq−1)p 3s+1

p
γ
2 
1 +
p
γ
)
:
Clearly, we are able to choose γ > 0 such that
3γ  1 and 6γ
2
p
p
s(2γ
p
sq−1)p 3s+1

p
γ
2 
1 +
p
γ

 1
2
:
If we simplify the last expression we obtain the two conditions
3γ  1 and 3s+2pps(2γpsq−1)p

1 +
p
γ

 1
4
:(6.28)
If we now use the assumptions that L  1=12, and p  s+ 1, where s  2, i.e. p  4,
since p is even, we easily see that
cAc
(2)scγ
 1
2
kck2;
where cγ is dened as in (6.9), from which the estimate (6.24) follows. This completes
the proof.
Corollary 6.7. With the assumptions and notation of Theorem 6.6, we have that
kA−1k  −1:(6.29)
Proof. As a consequence of (6.24), we obtain that the lowest eigenvalue of A is
bounded below by  = (2)scγ=2. If we now use the fact that kA−1k is the inverse of
the lowest eigenvalue, we get inequality (6.29).
Remark 6.8. The upper bound (6.29) depends only on the separation distance of
the data sites, q, on the order of the B-spline, p, and on the space-dimension, s.
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Note that one can easily eliminate the dependency on p by setting p = s + 1 if s is
odd, and p = s + 2, if s is even. Hence, we obtain that the stability behavior of the
matrix-valued functions is similar to the results presented in [22] for point evaluations
and certain rst order derivatives, and agrees with the results for point evaluations
obtained in [21] for scalar-valued RBFs. Note also that the result can be generalized
for arbitrary order-m S-CPD matrix-valued RBFs by applying well-known techniques
as those stated in [21, 25]. If only point evaluations or only partial derivatives are
involved, the results of Theorem 6.6 and Corollary 6.7 can be adjusted easily by
setting either all bj ’s or all aj ’s equal to zero, respectively. In both cases the resulting
upper bounds remain unchanged.
And nally, we are now able to obtain the following explicit stability estimates
for even and odd space dimension s.
Proposition 6.9. For space dimension s  2, let (x) be given to have the form
(x) =
Z
IRs
eix d();
with d() dened as in Theorem 6.6 and  ^ being the positive Fourier transform of a
scalar-valued RBF  such that  is an order-0 strictly S-CPD function. We dene
’0(r) := minkk2r  ^() and
Vs := (s+ 1)
"
2  6s+2(s+ 1)(s+ 2)s(s+2)=2
#1=s
; Ws := 2
"
(s+ 1)Bs+1(0)
Vs
#s
for odd space dimension s  3, and
V 0s := (s+ 2)
"
4  6s+2(s+ 2)(s+ 3)s(s+3)=2
#1=(s+1)
; W 0s := 2
"
(s+ 2)Bs+2(0)
Vs
#s
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for even space dimension s  2. Then  has the following stability estimate:
kA−1k  Ws q
s+1
’0

Vs
q(s+1)/s
(6.30)
in case of odd space dimension s, and
kA−1k  W 0s
qs(s+2)=(s+1)
’0

V ′s
q(s+2)/(s+1)
(6.31)
in case of even space dimension s.
Proof. Observe that γs+1  γs by the restrictions (6.23). In the case of odd space
dimension, let p = s+ 1. If we now choose γ such that
γs =
1
2
qs+1
6s+2(s+ 1)(s+ 2)s(s+2)=2
;
then (6.23) holds. Applying this γ to the inequality in (6.24), a short calculation
yields that
kAk  1Ws
’0

Vs
q(s+1)/s

qs+1
:
Taking the reciprocal gives the desired result for odd space dimension. In the case of
even space dimension, let p = s+ 2. If we choose γ such that
γs+1 =
1
4
qs+2
6s+2(s+ 2)(s+ 3)s(s+3)=2
;
then (6.23) holds. Applying this γ to the inequality in (6.24), a short calculation
yields that
kAk  1W 0s
’0

V ′s
q(s+2)/(s+1)

qs(s+2)=(s+1)
:
Taking the reciprocal now gives the desired result, which completes the proof.
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D. Examples
In this section we present some practical bounds obtained from investigating the
Gaussian functions  (x) = e
−kxk2 for  > 0, and the Wendland functions  l;k as
dened in Chapter III. We only consider odd space dimensions, but of course similar
results can be obtained for even space dimensions using the same techniques.
In order to obtain practical bounds for the Gaussian functions  (x) = e
−kxk2
for  > 0, we need to estimate ’0

Vs
q(s+1)/s

. The Fourier transform of   is given
by  ^() = (=)
s=2e−kk
2=(4). Clearly, the function  ^ obtains its minimum on the
boundary, i.e.
inf
kkM
 ^() = (=)
s=2e−M
2=(4):(6.32)
We can now state the following corollary.
Corollary 6.10. Let  =   be the Gaussian function with  > 0 and let A = A
be the corresponding interpolation matrix. Then the assumptions of Theorem 6.6 are
fullled and for odd space dimension s we obtain
kA−1 k  (=)s=2Ws qs+1e
V2s
q2(s+1)/s :
Proof. Using equation (6.32), we get that
’0
 Vs
q(s+1)=s

= (=)s=2e
− V
2
s
q2(s+1)/s :
Combining this equation and inequality (6.30) leads to the result.
We now nish this chapter with an investigation of stability estimates involv-
ing Wendland functions  l;k. Wendland [29, Theorem 3.6] proved that the Fourier
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transform of  l;k possesses the following lower bound:
 ^l;k()  c1kk−(s+2k+1) for kk  r0(6.33)
with constants c1 > 0, r0  0. Therefore, we obtain the following statement:
Corollary 6.11. Let  =  l;k be a Wendland function in C
2k(IRs) with l > 1 such
that l = bs=2c+ k+ 1. Let A = Al;k be the corresponding interpolation matrix. Then
the assumptions of Theorem 6.6 are fullled and for odd space dimension s we obtain
kA−1l;k k  O

q−(2k+1)
s+1
s

; as q ! 0:
Proof. If we use (6.33), we then get
’0
 Vs
q(s+1)=s

 C(s; k)q(s+1)+(2k+1) s+1s :
Inequality (6.30) then gives
kA−1l;k k  Ws
qs+1
’0

Vs
q(s+1)/s
  C 0(s; k)q−(2k+1) (s+1)s ;
which yields the result.
In the explicit case  l;k =  3;1 2 C2 for s = 2; 3, then the matrix-valued function
3;1 is in C(IR
s). Therefore, we only consider point evaluations, i.e. bj = 0 for all
1  j  N . Wendland showed in [28, Proposition 6.25] that the Fourier transform of
 3;1 has the lower bound
 ^3;1()  4
5
p
2
kk−6(6.34)
for kk  p26, which is not a major restriction as discussed in [28]. Hence, for
the matrix-valued basis function involving the function  3;1 we obtain the following
stability estimate which concludes this chapter.
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Corollary 6.12. Let  =  3;1 be the C
2 Wendland function with the space dimen-
sion s = 2; 3. Let A = A3;1 be the corresponding interpolation matrix. Then the
assumptions of Theorem 6.6 are fullled and for odd space dimension s we obtain
kA−13;1k  Ws
5
p
2M
4
qs+1 for M 
p
26:
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CHAPTER VII
APPLICATIONS
A. Description of the Problem
In this chapter we investigate applications involving divergence-free radial basis func-
tions based on the two-dimensional driven cavity problem. Consider a rectangular-
shaped cavity with horizontal fluid flow on its top, B1, and zero flow on its three
remaining sides, B2, B2, and B4, as described in Figure 3. The task is to model
the flow in the inside of the cavity after it reaches its steady{state condition. We
used Matlab to obtain visualizations of the results. The program can be found in
Appendix B.
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Figure 3. The cavity with the initial boundary conditions
We assume that the flow is incompressible, i.e. it has constant density. The
dierential equation that describes an incompressible fluid flow is the Navier-Stokes
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equation. The fluid we consider is air. We would like to obtain a numerical solution to
the driven cavity problem that describes the velocity u of the Navier-Stokes equation
of incompressible fluid flow, i.e. it fullls the system8><
>:
Du
Dt
= −rp + u;
r  u = 0
(7.1)
in the interior, XI , of the cavity, where
Du
Dt
:=
@u
@t
+ (u  r)u
is the material derivative, p is the pressure, and  is the viscosity coecient.
Note that the second equation in (7.1) means that the flow is divergence-free. We
therefore choose an interpolation function which is based on a divergence-free matrix-
valued RBF. We use strictly positive denite and compactly-supported functions,
since this leads to a sparse, symmetric, and positive denite interpolation matrix and
hence speeds up the algorithm. In order to guarantee the uniqueness of a solution we
need boundary conditions. They are given as8><
>:
u = (1; 0)T on B1;
u = (0; 0)T on B2, B3, B4;
(7.2)
which means that we have a horizontal air flow on top of the cavity, and zero air flow
on the remaining three boundaries.
B. Constant Pressure
We rst consider a simplied version of the Navier-Stokes equation in two dimensions.
We make the following two assumptions:
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A1 The fluid flow problem is time-independent, and
A2 The fluid flow has constant pressure.
The assumptions A1 and A2 imply the equations @u
@t
= 0 and rp = 0. A mixed
formulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation leads to a vanishing pressure
term, which suggests a reasonable motivation for collocation methods applied to the
pressure-free case.
Under the assumptions A1 and A2, the problem (7.1) can be restated as follows.
Find u = (u; v)T such that8>>>><
>>>>:
u = (u  r)u on XI ;
u = (1; 0)T on B1;
u = (0; 0)T on B2, B3, B4;
(7.3)
where  is the viscosity coecient. Note that in (7.3), we do not need to require
r  u = 0;
since our interpolant fullls the condition naturally.
The system (7.3) is non-linear based on the term (u  r)u in the rst equation.
Therefore, we use an iterative method to solve the driven cavity problem numerically.
The numerical method is as follows. We rst construct an initial interpolant s0
which interpolates the fluid flow only on the four boundaries. Next, we dene an
interpolant sr which interpolates the fluid flow on the boundaries, as well as in the
interior. As interpolation points we chose a regular grid on the cavity. Since the data
on the boundary stems from plain point evaluations, we reflect this in our interpolant
s0. In the interior we not only have data stemming from point evaluations, but
also derivative information, which is reflected in the interpolant sr as well. We now
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consider the dierent interpolation problems arising from solving (7.3) in more detail.
The initial interpolation of the boundary values is stated as follows: Take an
interpolant of form
s0(x) =
NBX
k=1
B0;k(x− xBk );
nd 0 such that
s0(x
B
l ) = d
B
l for x
B
l 2 XB
for boundary data DB = fdBl gNBl=1 at the boundaries sites XB = fxBl gNBl=1 of the cavity
as stated in (7.3). Here, B is the union of all four boundaries, andNB is the number of
boundary interpolation points. Note that the interpolant s0 only consists of terms of
translates of radial basis functions. Hence, it can be rewritten as a linear combination
of convolutions of delta functionals with radial basis functions, i.e.
s0(x) =
NBX
k=1
B0;k(xBk  )(x);
since the initial interpolation problem only consists of data arising from point evalu-
ations. The initial interpolation on the boundary points is pictured in Figure 4. As
expected, it looks very similar to the original data shown in Figure 3. We made the
flow on the boundary sides B1, B2, and B3 slightly larger than zero, i.e. we assigned
the values u = (0:01; 0)T , in order to make the results more visible.
The iterative interpolation of the Navier{Stokes equation can be described as
follows:
For r=1:nsteps
Take interpolant
sr(x) =
NIX
i=1
Ir;i(x− xIi ) +
NBX
k=1
Br;k(x− xBk );
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Figure 4. Interpolated boundary values for the Navier-Stokes equation
nd coecient vector r such that8><
>:
(− (sr−1(xIj )  r))sr(xIj ) = 0 for xIj 2 XI ;
sr(x
B
l ) = d
B
l for x
B
l 2 XB;
where dBl is given by (7.3).
end
Note that the iterative interpolant consists of terms that stem from the Laplacian
operator applied to the radial basis functions and of terms arising from translates of
radial basis functions. Therefore the interpolant can be rewritten as
sr(x) =
NIX
i=1
Ir;i(xIi  )(x) +
NBX
k=1
Br;k(xBk  )(x):
The reason for the choice of the interpolant is that in the iterative interpolation
problem we interpolate data stemming from point evaluations on the boundary, as
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well as Laplacian data on the interior of the cavity. The iteration is performed until
it reaches its steady state, i.e. until the dierence of two consecutive interpolants
becomes very small.
1. Setup and Results
In this section we describe the setup of the problem which we wrote an algorithm for
and give its results. The divergence-free RBF is based on the two-dimensional scalar-
valued Wendland function  6;4(r)

= (1−r)10+ (85:8r4+90r3+42r2+10r+1) 2 C8 shown
in Figure 5. We choose this function since the problem (7.3) involves second-order
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Figure 5.  6;4(r)

= (1− r)10+ (85:8r4 + 90r3 + 42r2 + 10r + 1)
derivatives, while the interpolant is also based on second-order derivative information.
Finally, the construction of the divergence-free matrix-valued RBF requires second-
order derivatives as well. Therefore, we need at least a C6 generating function. We
choose a C8 function to obtain smoother results. The resulting divergence-free matrix-
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valued RBF  = 6;4 is of the form
 =
0
B@1;1 1;2
2;1 2;2
1
CA ;(7.4)
with
1;1 =
26
5
(1− r)8(5 + 40r + 114x2 − 18y2 + 24r(3x2 − 41y2)− 231r2(x2 + 13y2));
1;2 = 2;1 =
3432
4
(1− r)8(1 + 8r + 21r2)xy;
2;2 =
26
5
(1− r)8(5 + 40r + 114y2 − 18x2 + 24r(3y2 − 41x2)− 231r2(13x2 + y2));
if r =
p
x2 + y2  1, and zero otherwise. In order to obtain the interpolants s0 and
sr we derive all necessary derivatives analytically. This has the advantage that we get
higher accuracy for the results than by applying numerical dierentiation schemes in
order to obtain the necessary derivatives.
The setup is as follows. Given is a rectangular grid with edges (0; 0), (l; 0),
(0;−d), and (l;−d), where l; d > 0. The number of centers is N = 121, i.e. 11 points
in each direction (which we also express by the notation n = 10). The viscosity
coecient is set to be  = 0:1, and the number of iterations is nsteps = 15.
We start with investigating a square-shaped cavity with side length 1. We there-
fore set l = d = 1. We rst give a visualization of the result obtained by the program
and then analyze important errors. The calculated steady-state solution to (7.3) is
shown in Figure 6.
We obtain the following errors: The l2{error of the initial interpolation is
ku− s0k2 = 1:1811e− 014:(7.5)
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Figure 6. Interpolated Navier-Stokes equation on a square cavity
We now dene certain errors of interest:
error1 := ksr − sr−1k2;
error2 := ksr − sr−1k2 + kr  (sr − sr−1)k2;
error3 :=
ksr − sr−1k2 + kr  (sr − sr−1)k2
ksr−1 − sr−2k2 + kr  (sr−1 − sr−2)k2 ;
error4 := k LHSr −RHSrk2;
where LHS and RHS stands for left hand side and right hand side, respectively. The
errors are chosen such that they reflect convergence of the solution. These specic
l2-errors of the iterative interpolation are given in Table 2. A visualization of these
errors is given in Figure 7.
From (7.5) we observe that the initial interpolation is very good, since its error
is of order O(10−14). Because the step size, h, is given as h = l=n, where l = 1
and n = 10, we have a step size of h = 0:1 in each direction and hence the initial
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Table 2. l2-errors of the iterative interpolation for l = d = 1
iterat. error1 error2 error3 error4
1 1.5163 23.4318 { 0.9403
2 0.0348 0.5324 44.0119 0.0304
3 0.0016 0.0171 31.1663 0.0014
4 5.7567e-005 7.5191e-004 22.7187 5.7793e-005
5 2.7795e-006 3.0753e-005 24.4498 2.5560e-006
6 1.0420e-007 1.4066e-006 21.8629 1.0406e-007
7 5.0941e-009 5.6264e-008 25.0008 4.6547e-009
8 1.9080e-010 2.5713e-009 21.8815 1.9048e-010
9 9.3598e-012 1.0271e-010 25.0349 8.3100e-012
10 3.4972e-013 5.4551e-012 18.8282 8.3822e-013
11 1.3522e-013 2.6849e-012 2.0317 1.1001e-012
12 1.6620e-013 3.8632e-012 0.6950 8.8051e-013
13 1.6744e-013 4.1007e-012 0.9421 1.0493e-012
14 1.3889e-013 3.1925e-012 1.2845 9.1174e-013
15 1.4877e-013 3.6060e-012 0.8853 9.4192e-013
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Figure 7. Visualization of specic errors, l = d = 1
l2-error is of very high order. The interpolation errors obtained for the iterative
solutions are almost of the same order, i.e. they are of order O(10−13), which holds
for error1 and error4. The second error, error2, is one order higher, since it contains
rst-order derivative information. As expected, error3 is about 1, which reflects that
the numerical solution sr almost reaches its steady-state.
In order to get an estimate for the order of approximation we assume that the in-
terpolant behaves like ku−srk  kukChr for some integer r, where h is the coecient
of grid spacing. Then we can dene
normA :=
ksr;2h − sr;hk
ksr;4h − sr;2hk 

1
2
r
:
Results for the norm of the application and r for start grids with 3; 6; 7; and 10 points
in each direction are given in Table 3.
As we can see, the order of approximation is between 1:4 and 2:4, depending on
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Table 3. Values for approximation order r
n l = d normA r = log0:5(normA)
2 1 0.2807 1.8329
5 2 0.3767 1.4085
6 3 0.3613 1.4687
9 4 0.1854 2.4313
how many interpolation points we choose, as well as on the size of the cavity. This
is related to the fact that we chose functions with xed local support of length 1.
Therefore, if we keep the ratio of the support of the RBF and the step size , h = l=n,
constant, then we obtain similar results for the order of approximation, r.
2. Other Shapes Than Square
We now investigate cavities with other shapes. We rst consider a cavity that is less
deep than long, i.e. it has a depth of d = 0:6 and a side length of l = 1. The resulting
interpolated fluid flow is given in Figure 8.
As expected, the air flow is put in motion right on the top of the cavity, and
moves in almost horizontal flow of small depth over the cavity. On its boundaries the
flow now makes a circular move inside the cavity and is pushed up on the other side.
As expected, we obtain a flow that reaches deeper into the cavity than in the square
case. The horizontal flow on top of the cavity is strong enough to reach down to its
bottom. This is physically appropriate and hence a nice model of the incompressible
airflow. The solution is divergence-free as well, by its construction.
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Figure 8. Interpolated Navier-Stokes equation on a shallow cavity
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c errors, l = 1, d = 0:6
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We obtain the following errors: The l2{error of the initial interpolation is
ku− s0k2 = 8:3202e− 014:
The l2-errors of the iterative interpolation are as given in Table 4. A visualization
of these errors is given in Figure 9.
Table 4. l2-errors of the iterative interpolation for l = 1; d = 0:6
iterat. error1 error2 error3 error4
1 1.8635 49.8548 { 3.2322
2 0.0748 2.2816 21.8511 0.1382
3 0.0049 0.1144 19.9516 0.0066
4 2.1666e-004 0.0041 27.8098 2.2472e-004
5 7.2263e-006 1.5290e-004 26.8932 8.8178e-006
6 2.5122e-007 6.8104e-006 22.4512 4.4177e-007
7 1.4016e-008 3.2761e-007 20.7881 2.0284e-008
8 6.7579e-010 1.4602e-008 22.4368 7.7972e-010
9 2.5378e-011 6.1345e-010 23.8022 3.0605e-011
10 2.1058e-012 9.3693e-011 6.5475 9.9502e-012
11 2.1331e-012 9.9775e-011 0.9390 1.0556e-011
12 1.4783e-012 6.3603e-011 1.5687 1.0276e-011
13 1.7440e-012 6.5963e-011 0.9642 1.0166e-011
14 1.8888e-012 7.2626e-011 0.9083 8.9400e-012
15 2.3050e-012 7.2357e-011 1.0037 8.4095e-012
We observe that the errors are almost as good as in the case of a square cavity.
The loss of one order might result from the fact that the cavity is no longer symmetric
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concerning its length and depth.
We conclude this section by investigating a cavity that is less long than deep,
i.e. it has a side length of l = 0:6 and a depth of d = 1. The resulting interpolated
fluid flow is given in Figure 10. As expected, we obtain a flow that barely goes into
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Figure 10. Interpolated Navier-Stokes equation on a deep cavity
depth of the cavity. Since the surface of the top is now smaller than the length of the
cavity, the air does not reach very deeply into the cavity. We obtain the following
errors: The l2{error of the initial interpolation is
ku− s0k2 = 1:3006e− 014:
The l2-errors of the iterative interpolation are given in Table 5. A visualization of
these errors is given in Figure 11.
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Table 5. l2-errors of the iterative interpolation for l = 0:6; d = 1
iterat. error1 error2 error3 error4
1 0.6750 33.0436 { 0.6657
2 0.0060 0.1566 210.9673 0.0039
3 3.5909e-005 0.0014 115.9604 3.1525e-005
4 2.4918e-007 9.1837e-006 147.0763 2.2035e-007
5 2.3152e-009 4.8094e-008 190.9559 1.9427e-009
6 1.8635e-011 5.3372e-010 90.1106 2.0424e-011
7 4.9977e-013 1.2046e-011 44.3048 2.4432e-012
8 4.1381e-013 1.0518e-011 1.1453 2.5613e-012
9 3.8566e-013 1.1649e-011 0.9029 2.2021e-012
10 3.7408e-013 1.0826e-011 1.0761 2.5367e-012
11 3.9358e-013 9.9858e-012 1.0841 2.3099e-012
12 3.8868e-013 1.0580e-011 0.9438 2.1498e-012
13 3.3144e-013 9.6894e-012 1.0920 2.1947e-012
14 3.9638e-013 1.1208e-011 0.8645 2.1957e-012
15 4.1154e-013 1.0331e-011 1.0849 2.6723e-012
We observe that the errors of the iterative interpolant behaves similarly to the
previous case.
C. General Pressure
We conclude this chapter with an investigation of a more general form of the Navier-
Stokes equation. We derive an interpolation method for the case that the pressure is
not constant. We still assume that the problem is time-independent. We therefore
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c errors, l = 0:6, d = 1
only have one assumption,
A1 The fluid flow problem is time{independent,
i.e. we release the assumption of constant pressure of the previous section. The
problem arising from the Navier-Stokes equation is now as follows: Find u = (u; v)T
such that 8>>><
>>>:
(− (u  r))u = rp on XI ;
u = (1; 0)T on B1;
u = (0; 0)T on B2, B3, B4:
(7.6)
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1. Derivation of a Numerical Method
Applying the gradient to the rst equation of (7.6 yields
p = r  [u− (u  r)u]
= r  [u]| {z }
0
−r  [(u  r)u](7.7)
= −r  [(u  r)u]
on the interior of the cavity. The rst term vanishes because of the fact that u
is divergence free. In order to obtain a unique solution for the pressure, we derive
boundary conditions. Note that the rst equation of (7.6) is equivalent to0
B@@1p
@2p
1
CA =
0
B@(@21 + @22)u− (u@1u+ v@2u)
(@21 + @
2
2)v − (u@1v + v@2v)
1
CA(7.8)
in two dimensions, where u = (u; v)T . Hence, the Neumann conditions on the four
boundaries are given by 8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
@2p = @
2
2v on B1;
@1p = @
2
1u on B2;
@1p = −@21u on B3;
@2p = −@22v on B4;
(7.9)
based on the boundary values expressed in (7.6). Therefore, the numerical method
that solves for the pressure p is given as follows: Given sr−1 and sr = (ur; vr)T , nd
p such that 8>>><
>>>:
(− (sr−1  r))sr = rp on XI ;
@2p = @22vr on B1, B4;
@1p = @21ur on B2, B3:
(7.10)
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Since partial-derivative operators, as well as the Laplacian operator are both applied
to the pressure, the interpolation data is also based on this information. Therefore,
it is natural to construct the interpolant for the pressure involving these operators as
well. We dene the scalar-valued interpolant for the pressure to be
pr(x) :=
NhX
s=1
hr;s@2g(x− xhs ) +
NvX
t=1
vr;t@1g(x− xvt ) +
NIX
k=1
Ir;kg(x− xIk);(7.11)
where xh 2 B1[B4 and xv 2 B2[B3 stands for the horizontal and vertical boundaries,
respectively.
2. An Algorithm
We now conclude this chapter by describing the numerical method which we derived
in order to simultaneously solve for the pressure and the fluid flow in the Navier-
Stokes equation. It is based on two iteration loops, the rst one to obtain a rst
solution for the fluid flow that is based on constant pressure, and a second loop
that solves for the pressure, followed by an interpolation of the fluid flow involving
this pressure function, until the second loop reaches its steady-state. The method
has not been implemented yet, but is of interest for future research. Note that the
implementation of the pressure in the interpolation method results in taking two more
derivatives, hence the choice of the scalar-valued C8 Wendland RBF is appropriate.
The algorithm completes this chapter.
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i) Find the coecient vector 0 such that
s0(x) =
NBX
k=1
B0;k(x− xBk )
solves
s0(x
B
l ) = d
B
l for x
B
l 2 XB
for boundary data DB = fdBl gNBl=1 as in the system (7.3)
ii) For r=1:nsteps
Find the coecient vector r such that
sr(x) =
NIX
i=1
Ir;i(x− xIi ) +
NBX
k=1
Br;k(x− xBk )
solves 8><
>:
(− (sr−1(xIj )  r))sr(xIj ) = 0 for xIj 2 XI ;
sr(x
B
l ) = d
B
l for x
B
l 2 XB;
where dBl is given by (7.3).
end
iii) Find the coecient vector r such that
p(x) :=
NhX
s=1
hm;s@2g(x− xhs ) +
NvX
t=1
vm;t@1g(x− xvt ) +
NIX
k=1
Im;kg(x− xIk)
solves8>>>><
>>>>:
rp(xIj ) = (− (snsteps−1(xIj )  r))snsteps(xIj ) for xIj 2 XI ;
@2p(x
h
l ) = @22vnsteps(xhl ) for xhl 2 B1, B4;
@1p(x
v
i ) = @21unsteps(xvi ) for xvi 2 B2, B3:
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iv) For r=1:nsteps
Find the coecient vector r such that sr(x) dened as in step ii) solves8><
>:
(− (sr−1(xIj )  r))sr(xIj ) = rp(xIj ) for xIj 2 XI ;
sr(x
B
l ) = d
B
l for x
B
l 2 XB;
where dBl is given by (7.3).
end
v) Repeat steps iii) and iv) until a steady-state solution for the fluid flow, as well
as for the pressure, is obtained.
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CHAPTER VIII
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We introduced a new class of matrix-valued radial basis functions that are diver-
gence free as well as of compact support. Firstly, we proved several properties of
these new functions, i.e. that they are divergence free, have compact support, and
are positive denite. Secondly, we obtained a density result that guarantees that
any divergence-free function f can be approximated arbitrarily well by a linear com-
bination of divergence-free radial basis functions. This justied further studies of
approximation and interpolation methods that are based on our new class of func-
tions. We then derived error bounds for a generalized Hermite interpolation problem
based on this new class of functions. The estimates obtained for the matrix-valued
divergence-free RBFs of compact support are comparable to those obtained in [23]
for scalar-valued RBFs of compact support. The estimates are given in terms of the
mesh norm, as well as of the data-generating function, and they are independent of
the number of points, N , as desired. Next, we derived upper bounds for stability esti-
mates which are similar to the results obtained in [22] involving divergence-free RBFs
based on the Gaussian functions. These upper bounds obtained are given in terms of
the separation distance, q, and of the space dimension, s, and they are independent of
the number of centers, N , as desired. We developed an algorithm to numerically solve
PDEs arising from the driven cavity problem. These PDEs are based on the Navier-
Stokes equation for incompressible fluid flows. Our results obtained are physically
reasonable.
There are several directions we can take in extending and applying our results.
Firstly, it seems of interest to extend the error estimates so that they are based
on interpolation problems involving a larger class of radial basis functions instead
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of strictly positive denite functions, as for example conditionally positive denite
matrix-valued RBFs or functions escaping the native space. This would oer the
potential user a larger class of functions with additional properties. The same holds
for the stability estimates as well.
The theory developed in [22] is not limited to divergence-free functions. Functions
with other physical properties, as for example curl-free functions, can also be con-
structed, and it would be of interest to investigate their behavior. Moreover, further
research can be done by developing functions that possess other physical properties
frequently observed in experiments. This would be of help if one is interested in
reflecting the properties of the experiment in the numerical solution, as for example
convexity or positivity of the function.
One other future project of interest is to compare the results obtained for the
Navier-Stokes equation using divergence-free matrix-valued RBFs to results obtained
employing methods such as nite elements, or other numerical approaches. The
implementation of an interpolant of the pressure in the Navier-Stokes equation is also
a possible research direction. The study of equations arising from applications other
than the Navier-Stokes equations might be of interest, especially equations involving
industrial applications.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 6.4
Proof. We rst investigate jj = 0. We have two cases, j = k and j 6= k. In order to
get upper estimates we will apply Lemma 6.3 repeatedly. If j = k, we have
jPjj(x)j  cγ p
γ2
X
l 6=j
Y
t6=l
jsinc(x(t)=γ)jp| {z }
minf1;2γ=jx(t)jgp

n
(p− 1) jsinc(x(l)=γ)jp−2 sinc0(x(l)=γ)2| {z }
minf1;2γ=jx(l)jgp
+ jsinc(x(l)=γ)jp−1 sinc00(x(l)=γ)| {z }
minf1;2γ=jx(l)jgp
o
 cγ(s− 1)

p
γ
2 sY
t=1
minf1; 2γ=jx(t)jgp:
If j 6= k, we obtain the following:
jPjk(x)j  cγ

p
γ
2 Y
t6=j;k
jsinc(x(t)=γ)jp| {z }
minf1;2γ=jx(t)jgp
Y
r=j;k
jsinc(x(r)=γ)jp−1 sinc0(x(r)=γ)| {z }
minf1;2γ=jx(r)jgp
 cγ

p
γ
2 sY
t=1
minf1; 2γ=jx(t)jgp :
Using the denition kAk1 = maxr
P
sjarsj for a matrix A, we get
kf−∆I + rrTgγ(x)k1
 cγ(s− 1)

p
γ
2 sY
t=1
minf1; 2γ=jx(t)jgp + (s− 1)cγ

p
γ
2 sY
t=1
minf1; 2γ=jx(t)jgp
= 2cγ(s− 1)

p
γ
2 sY
t=1
minf1; 2γ=jx(t)jgp :
This gives the estimate of Lemma 6.4 for jj = 0. Let us now investigate the rst
order partial derivatives, i.e. jj = 1. We essentially have four dierent cases. All
other cases are obtained by symmetry arguments. The cases are i = j = k, i 6= j = k,
i = j; j 6= k, and i 6= j; k; j 6= k.
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If i = j = k, a short calculation gives
@x(j)Pjj(x) = − cγ
p2
γ3
X
l 6=j
Y
t6=l;j
sincp(x(t)=γ)sincp−1(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ)

n
(p− 1)sincp−2(x(l)=γ)sinc0(x(l)=γ)2 + sincp−1(x(l)=γ)sinc00(x(l)=γ)
o
:
This leads to the estimate
j@x(j)Pjj(x)j  cγ
p2
γ3
X
l 6=j
Y
t6=l;j
sincp(x(t)=γ)| {z }
minf1;2γ=jx(t)jgp
sincp−1(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ)| {z }
minf1;2γ=jx(j)jgp

n
(p− 1) sincp−2(x(l)=γ)sinc0(x(l)=γ)2| {z }
minf1;2γ=jx(l)jgp
+ sincp−1(x(l)=γ)sinc00(x(l)=γ)| {z }
minf1;2γ=jx(l)jgp
o
 cγ(s − 1)

p
γ
3 sY
t=1
minf1; 2γ=jx(t)jgp:
Some short calculation yields the following remaining rst order partial deriva-
tives. If i 6= j = k, then
@x(i)Pjj(x) = − cγ
p2
γ3
X
l 6=j;i
Y
t6=l;i
sincp(x(t)=γ)sincp−1(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)

n
(p− 1)sincp−2(x(l)=γ)sinc0(x(l)=γ)2 + sincp−1(x(l)=γ)sinc00(x(l)=γ)
o
− cγ p
γ3
Y
t6=i
sincp(x(t)=γ)
n
(p− 1)(p − 2)sincp−3(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)3
+3(p− 1)sincp−2(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)sinc00(x(i)=γ)
+sincp−1(x(i)=γ)sinc000(x(i)=γ)
o
:
If i = j and j 6= k, we obtain the following partial derivative:
@x(j)Pjk(x) = cγ
p2
γ3
Y
t6=j;k
sincp(x(t)=γ)sincp−1(x(k)=γ)sinc0(x(k)=γ)

n
(p − 1)sincp−2(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ)2 + sincp−1(x(j)=γ)sinc00(x(j)=γ)
o
:
If i 6= j; k; and j 6= k, then the partial has the form
@x(i)Pjk(x) = cγ

p
γ
3 Y
t6=j;k;i
sincp(x(t)=γ)
Y
r=j;k;i
sincp−1(x(r)=γ)sinc0(x(r)=γ):
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Applying the upper bound for jsinc(l)j from Lemma 6.3 to these partial derivatives
and using the denition of the spectral norm of a matrix give the desired estimates
of the form (6.4) for jj = 1.
For jj = 2, we have eight dierent cases. If j = k, then l = i = j, l 6= i 6= j,
l 6= i = j, and l = i 6= j. If j 6= k, then l 6= i 6= j; k, l = i 6= j; k, l 6= i = j, and
l = i = j. Symmetry arguments cover all remaining cases.
The second order partial derivatives and the upper bounds for the derivatives
can be calculated in a similar way as in the case of the partial derivatives of order
zero and one. We obtain the following derivatives:
If l = i = j = k, then we obtain
@2x(j)Pjj(x)
= − cγ p
2
γ4
X
s 6=j
Y
t6=s;j
sincp(x(t)=γ)
n
(p − 1)sincp−2(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ)2
+ sincp−1(x(j)=γ)sinc00(x(j)=γ)
o

n
(p − 1)sincp−2(x(s)=γ)sinc0(x(s)=γ)2
+ sincp−1(x(s)=γ)sinc00(x(s)=γ)
o
:
If l 6= i 6= j, l 6= j, and j = k, then
@x(l)@x(i)Pjj(x)
= − cγ p
3
γ4
X
s 6=j;i
Y
t6=s;i;l
sincp(x(t)=γ)
Y
r=l;i
sincp−1(x(r)=γ)sinc0(x(r)=γ)

n
(p− 1)sincp−2(x(s)=γ)sinc0(x(s)=γ)2 + sincp−1(x(s)=γ)sinc00(x(s)=γ)
o
− cγ p
2
γ4
Y
t6=l;i
sincp(x(t)=γ)sincp−1(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)
n
(p − 1)(p − 2)
 sincp−1(x(l)=γ)sinc0(x(l)=γ)3 + 3(p − 3)sincp−2(x(l)=γ)
 sinc0(x(l)=γ)sinc00(x(l)=γ) + sincp−1(x(l)=γ)sinc000(x(l)=γ)
o
− cγ p
2
γ4
Y
t6=l;i
sincp(x(t)=γ)sincp−1(x(l)=γ)sinc0(x(l)=γ)
n
(p− 1)(p − 2)
 sincp−3(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)3 + 3(p − 1)sincp−2(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)
 sinc00(x(i)=γ) + sincp−1(x(i)=γ)sinc000(x(i)=γ)
o
:
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If l 6= i = j, and j = k, i.e. l 6= j, we get
@x(l)@x(j)Pjj(x)
= − cγ p
3
γ4
X
s 6=j;l
Y
t6=s;j;l
sincp(x(t)=γ)
Y
r=l;j
sincp−1(x(r)=γ)sinc0(x(r)=γ)

n
(p− 1)sincp−2(x(s)=γ)sinc0(x(s)=γ)2 + sincp−1(x(s)=γ)sinc00(x(s)=γ)
o
− cγ p
2
γ4
Y
t6=l;j
sincp(x(t)=γ)sincp−1(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ)

n
(p− 1)(p − 2)sincp−3(x(l)=γ)sinc0(x(l)=γ)3 + 3(p − 1)sincp−2(x(l)=γ)
 sinc0(x(l)=γ)sinc00(x(l)=γ) + sincp−1(x(l)=γ)sinc000(x(l)=γ)
o
:
If l = i 6= j, and j = k, we obtain
@2x(i)Pjj(x)
= − cγ p
2
γ4
X
s 6=j;i
Y
t6=s;i
sincp(x(t)=γ)
n
(p− 1)sincp−2(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)2
+ sincp−1(x(i)=γ)sinc00(x(i)=γ)
o

n
(p− 1)sincp−2(x(s)=γ)sinc0(x(s)=γ)2
+ sincp−1(x(s)=γ)sinc00(x(s)=γ)
o
− cγ p
γ4
Y
t6=i
sincp(x(t)=γ)
n
(p− 1)(p − 2)(p − 3)sincp−4(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)4
+ 6(p − 1)(p − 2)sincp−3(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)2sinc00(x(i)=γ)
+ 3(p − 1)sincp−2(x(i)=γ)
n
sinc00(x(i)=γ)2 + sinc0(x(i)=γ)sinc000(x(i)=γ)
o
+ (p− 1)sincp−2(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)sinc000(x(i)=γ)
+ sincp−1(x(i)=γ)sinc000(x(i)=γ)
o
:
If l 6= i 6= j; k and j 6= k, we get
@x(l)@x(i)Pjk(x) = cγ

p
γ
4 Y
t6=j;k;i;l
sincp(x(t)=γ)
Y
r=j;k;i;l
sincp−1(x(r)=γ)sinc0(x(r)=γ):
If l = i 6= j; k and j 6= k, we get
@2x(i)Pjk(x) = cγ
p3
γ4
Y
t6=j;k;i
sincp(x(t)=γ)
Y
r=j;k
sincp−1(x(r)=γ)sinc0(x(r)=γ)
n
(p − 1)
 sincp−2(x(i)=γ)sinc0(x(i)=γ)2 + sincp−1(x(i)=γ)sinc00(x(i)=γ)
o
:
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If l 6= i = j, j 6= k, and l 6= k then
@x(l)@x(j)Pjk(x)
= cγ
p3
γ4
Y
t6=j;k;l
sincp(x(t)=γ)
Y
r=k;l
sincp−1(x(r)=γ)sinc0(x(r)=γ)

n
(p− 1)sincp−2(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ)2 + sincp−1(x(j)=γ)sinc00(x(j)=γ)
o
:
And nally, if l = i = j, j 6= k, and j 6= k, we obtain
@2x(j)Pjk(x) = cγ
p2
γ4
Y
t6=j;k
sincp(x(t)=γ)sincp−1(x(k)=γ)sinc0(x(k)=γ)

n
(p − 1)(p − 2)sincp−3(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ)3
+ 3(p − 1)sincp−2(x(j)=γ)sinc0(x(j)=γ)sinc00(x(j)=γ)
+ sincp−1(x(j)=γ)sinc000(x(j)=γ)
o
:
For all eight cases a calculation in a similar manner as above gives us the bound as
stated in Lemma 6.4 for the case jj = 2. This completes the proof.
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APPENDIX B
MATLAB PROGRAM
Main Program
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Program Name: navier_stokesC8.m %
% %
% This program calculates an interpolation employing RBFs of a %
% solution of a Navier Stokes Equation for an incompressible %
% fluid flow that is time-independent and has constant pressure. %
% %
% Needed Files: h4function.m, Lh4function.m, LLh4function.m, %
% invers_r_vec.m, Dxh4function.m, Dyh4function.m, %
% DxLh4function.m, DyLh4function.m %
% %
% Programmer: Svenja Lowitzsch %
% Contact: lowitzsc@math.tamu.edu %
% %
% Date: May 23, 2001 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear all; close all;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Input %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
%nu = 0.002; %critical value%
% viscosity coefficient %
nu = 1;
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% length and depth, l and d respectively, of cavity %
l = 1;
d = 1;
% # of steps in x- and y-direction %
hsteps_x = 10;
hsteps_y = hsteps_x;
% # of steps of iteration %
nsteps = 20;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
dx = l/hsteps_x; % step size for x-direction %
dy = d/hsteps_y; % step size for y-direction %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Determination of grids [X,Y], [XI,YI], [XB,YB] %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Determination of grid with edges (0,0), (l,0), (0,-d), (l,-d) %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
[X,Y] = meshgrid(0:dx:l, 0:-dy:-d);
[m,n] = size(X);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
% matrices XI, YI of interior points of X, Y (resp.) ’(mI)x(mI)’ %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
XI = X(2:m-1,2:n-1); % subset of INTERIOR points of X %
YI = Y(2:m-1,2:n-1); % subset of INTERIOR points of Y %
[mI,nI] = size(XI); % (mI = (m-1)^2 = m^2-4*m+4) %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
% matrices XB, YB of boundary points of X, Y (resp.) ’(mB)x(mB)’ %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
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XB_vec = [X(1,1:n-1),X(1:m-1,n)’,X(2:m,1)’,X(m,2:n)]’;
YB_vec = [Y(1,1:n-1),Y(1:m-1,n)’,Y(2:m,1)’,Y(m,2:n)]’;
mBnB = length(XB_vec); % (mB = 4(m-1) = 4*m-4) %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Matrices with all combinations of XI_i-XI_j, XB_i-XB_j, and %
% XI_i-XB_j %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Matrix with all combinations of X_i-X_j %
X_vec = reshape(X’,1,m*n)’; % changes matrix X to vector X_vec %
Y_vec = reshape(Y’,1,m*n)’; % changes matrix Y to vector Y_vec %
% Matrix with all combinations of XI_i-XI_j and XB_i-XB_j %
% For [XI,YI], obtain [XXI,YYI] ’(mI^2)x(nI^2)’ (mI = m-4*m+4): %
XI_vec = reshape(XI’,1,mI*nI)’; % changes matrix X to vector X_vec %
YI_vec = reshape(YI’,1,mI*nI)’; % changes matrix Y to vector Y_vec %
[XXI,YYI] = meshgrid(XI_vec,YI_vec); % grid: all combis of XI,YI %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
XXI = XXI’ - XXI;
YYI = YYI - YYI’;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
XI = []; YI = [];
% For [XB,YB], obtain [XXB,YYB] ’(mB^2)x(nB^2)’: %
[XXB,YYB] = meshgrid(XB_vec,YB_vec); % grid: all combis of XB,YB %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
XXB = XXB’ - XXB;
YYB = YYB - YYB’;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
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% Matrix with all combinations of XI_i-XB_j %
% For [XB,YB] and [XI,YI], obtain [XXIB,YYIB] ’(mI*nI)x(mB*nB)’: %
A = repmat(XI_vec,1,mBnB);
B = repmat(XB_vec’,mI*nI,1);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
XXIB = A - B;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
A = []; B = [];
C = repmat(YI_vec,1,mBnB);
D = repmat(YB_vec’,mI*nI,1);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
YYIB = C - D;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
C = []; D = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Matrices with all combinations of X_i-XI_j and X_i-XB_j %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Matrix with all combinations of X_i-XI_j %
% For [X,Y] and [XI,YI], obtain [XX2I,YY2I] ’(m*n)x(mI*nI)’: %
A = repmat(X_vec,1,mI*nI);
B = repmat(XI_vec’,m*n,1);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
XX2I = A - B;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
A = []; B = [];
C = repmat(Y_vec,1,mI*nI);
D = repmat(YI_vec’,m*n,1);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
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YY2I = C - D;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
C = []; D = [];
% Matrix with all combinations of X_i-XB_j %
% For [X,Y] and [XB,YB], obtain [XX2B,YY2B] ’(m*n)x(mB*nB)’: %
A = repmat(X_vec,1,mBnB);
B = repmat(XB_vec’,m*n,1);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
XX2B = A - B;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
A = []; B = [];
C = repmat(Y_vec,1,mBnB);
D = repmat(YB_vec’,m*n,1);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
YY2B = C - D;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
C = []; D = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Determination of matrices H, LH, LLH for interpolation matrix A %
% and determination of matrices DxH and DyH for RHS %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Determination of function H, Laplacian LH, and Laplacian squared %
% LLH for interpolation matrix A in loop ’(m^2)x(n^2)’ %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
H = h4function(XXB,YYB); % ’(mB^2)x(nB^2)’ %
LH = Lh4function(XXIB,YYIB); % ’(mI^2)x(nB^2)’ %
LLH = LLh4function(XXI,YYI); % ’(mI^2)x(nI^2)’ %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Determination of the partial derivatives DxH, DyH, and DxLH, DyLH %
% for the right hand side RHSI_r in loop ’(1)x(2*m^2)’ %
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
DxH = Dxh4function(XXIB,YYIB);
DyH = Dyh4function(XXIB,YYIB);
DxLH = DxLh4function(XXI,YYI);
DyLH = DyLh4function(XXI,YYI);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
XXI = []; YYI = [];
XXIB = []; YYIB = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Determination of RHSB %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Determination of RHSB = [UB,VB] for initial interpolation %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
UB_vec = zeros(mBnB,1);
UB_vec(1:n,1) = 1;
VB_vec = zeros(mBnB,1);
RHSB_vec =[UB_vec’, VB_vec’]’;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Determination of matrices H2 and LH2 for flow matrices C and D %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Determination of function H, Laplacian LH, for interpolation %
% matrices C and D in loop ’(m*n)x(m*n)’ %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
H2 = h4function(XX2B,YY2B); % ’(mB*nB)x(m*n)’ %
LH2 = Lh4function(XX2I,YY2I); % ’(mI*nI)x(m*n)’ %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Determination of matrices B, C, and D for plots of velocity %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% B*alpha_r = s_r gives interpolated flow after r time steps %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
B = h4function(XXB,YYB);
C = H2;
D = [LH2,H2];
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
XXB = []; YYB = [];
H2 = []; LH2 = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Determination of matrices E and F for error analysis 2 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% F*alpha_r = grad(s_r) gives gradient of interpolated flow after r %
% time steps %
DxH2 = Dxh4function(XX2B,YY2B);
DyH2 = Dyh4function(XX2B,YY2B);
DxLH2 = DxLh4function(XX2I,YY2I);
DyLH2 = DyLh4function(XX2I,YY2I);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
E = [DxH2+DyH2];
F = [DxLH2+DyLH2,DxH2+DyH2];
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
DxLH2 = []; DyLH2 = []; DxH2 = []; DyH2 = [];
XX2B = []; XX2I = [];
YY2B = []; YY2I = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Initial interpolation to obtain alpha0 %
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% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Interpolation: Calculation of alpha0 %
BS = sparse(B);
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
alpha0 = BS\RHSB_vec;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
BS = [];
% Error analysis: L2-norm of RHS-difference (interpol. - orig. RHS0) %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
norm_0 = norm(B*alpha0 - RHSB_vec)
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Preparation of interpolated RHSB0 and RHS0 for plot %
% -> RHSB0=[UB0,VB0] on [XB,YB] and RHS00=[U00,V00] on [X,Y] %
RHSB0_vec = B*alpha0; % on boundary values %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
UB0_vec = reshape(RHSB0_vec(1:mBnB),mBnB,1)’;
VB0_vec = reshape(RHSB0_vec(mBnB+1:2*mBnB),mBnB,1)’;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
RHSB0_vec = [];
RHS0_vec = C*alpha0; % on whole grid %
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
U0 = reshape(RHS0_vec(1:m*n),n,m)’;
V0 = reshape(RHS0_vec(m*n+1:2*m*n),n,m)’;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
RHS0_vec = [];
XI_vec = [];
YI_vec = [];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Setup for interpolation loop %
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% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
%alpha_r = alpha0;
U_r = U0;
V_r = V0;
%---------------------------------------------------------------------%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% nsteps interpolations to obtain alpha_k %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for r = 1:nsteps
iteration_step = r
if (r==1)
alpha_older = alpha0;
alpha_old = alpha0;
%alpha0 = [];
D_older = C;
D_old = C;
C = [];
F_older = E;
F_old = E;
E = [];
else
alpha_older = alpha_old;
alpha_old = alpha_r;
alpha_r = [];
D_older = D_old;
D_old = D;
F_older = F_old;
F_old = F;
end
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% Determination of A_r %
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
UI_r = U_r(2:m-1,2:n-1); % subset of INTERIOR values of U %
VI_r = V_r(2:m-1,2:n-1); % subset of INTERIOR values of V %
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Interpolation matrix A_r for loop %
UI_r_vec = reshape(UI_r’,1,mI*nI)’;
VI_r_vec = reshape(VI_r’,1,mI*nI)’;
UI_r_mat1 = repmat(UI_r_vec,2,2*mI*nI);
VI_r_mat1 = repmat(VI_r_vec,2,2*mI*nI);
UI_r_mat2 = repmat(UI_r_vec,2,2*mBnB);
VI_r_mat2 = repmat(VI_r_vec,2,2*mBnB);
A11_r = nu*LLH-(UI_r_mat1.*DxLH+VI_r_mat1.*DyLH);
A12_r = nu*LH -(UI_r_mat2.*DxH+VI_r_mat2.*DyH);
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
A_r = [A11_r,A12_r; LH’,H];
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
UI_r_vec = []; VI_r_vec = [];
UI_r_mat1 = []; VI_r_mat1 = [];
UI_r_mat2 = []; VI_r_mat2 = [];
A11_r = []; A12_r = [];
% Calculation of RHSI_r %
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
RHSUI_r = zeros(mI*nI,1);
RHSVI_r = zeros(mI*nI,1);
RHSI_r = [RHSUI_r,RHSVI_r];
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
RHSUI_r = []; RHSVI_r = [];
% Interpolation: Calculation of alpha_r %
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%------------------------------------------------------------------%
[alpha_r,RHS_r_vec] = invers_r_vec(A_r,RHSI_r,RHSB_vec);
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
A_r = [];
% Preparation of interpolated RHS_r for plot %
% and obtain RHS_r = [U_r,V_r] for next step in loop %
RHSr_vec = D*alpha_r; % on whole grid %
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
U_r = reshape(RHSr_vec(1:m*n),n,m)’;
V_r = reshape(RHSr_vec(m*n+1:2*m*n),n,m)’;
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
RHSr_vec = [];
% Error analysis I: %
% L2-norm of {interpol_r - interpol_(r-1)} %
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
norm1_r = norm(D*alpha_r - D_old*alpha_old)
norm1_I(r) = norm1_r;
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Error analysis II: %
% L2-norm of {interpol_r - interpol_(r-1)} %
% + L2-norm of {grad(interpol_r - interpol_(r-1))} %
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
norm2_r = norm(D*alpha_r - D_old*alpha_old) ...
+ norm(F*alpha_r - F_old*alpha_old)
norm2_I(r) = norm2_r;
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Error analysis III: %
% L2-norm of {interpol_(r-1) - interpol_(r-2)} %
% + L2-norm of {grad(interpol_(r-1) - interpol_(r-2))}/ %
% L2-norm of {interpol_r - interpol_(r-1)} %
% + L2-norm of {grad(interpol_r - interpol_(r-1))} %
a = norm(D_old*alpha_old - D_older*alpha_older);
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b = norm(F_old*alpha_old - F_older*alpha_older);
c = norm(D*alpha_r - D_old*alpha_old);
d = norm(F*alpha_r - F_old*alpha_old);
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
norm3_r = (a+b)/(c+d)
norm3_I(r) = norm3_r;
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Error analysis IV: %
% L2-norm of {LHS_r - RHS_r} %
% Calculation of LHS_r (interior and exterior data) %
% Calculation of LHS_r: %
% Matrices UI_r, VI_r of interior points of U_r, V_r (resp.) %
% ’(mI)x(nI)’ %
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
UI_r = U_r(2:m-1,2:n-1); % subset of INTERIOR values of U %
VI_r = V_r(2:m-1,2:n-1); % subset of INTERIOR values of V %
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
% Calculation of A_r %
UI_r_vec = reshape(UI_r’,1,mI*nI)’;
VI_r_vec = reshape(VI_r’,1,mI*nI)’;
UI_r = []; VI_r = [];
UI_r_mat1 = repmat(UI_r_vec,2,2*mI*nI);
VI_r_mat1 = repmat(VI_r_vec,2,2*mI*nI);
UI_r_mat2 = repmat(UI_r_vec,2,2*mBnB);
VI_r_mat2 = repmat(VI_r_vec,2,2*mBnB);
A11_r = nu*LLH-(UI_r_mat1.*DxLH+VI_r_mat1.*DyLH);
A12_r = nu*LH -(UI_r_mat2.*DxH+VI_r_mat2.*DyH);
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
A_r = [A11_r,A12_r; LH’,H];
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
UI_r_vec = []; VI_r_vec = [];
UI_r_mat1 = []; VI_r_mat1 = [];
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UI_r_mat2 = []; VI_r_mat2 = [];
A11_r = []; A12_r = [];
LHS_r_vec = A_r*alpha_r;
A_r = [];
norm4_r = norm(LHS_r_vec - RHS_r_vec)
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
norm4_I(r) = norm4_r;
%------------------------------------------------------------------%
LHS_r_vec = [];
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Output %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
norm0 = norm_0
norm1 = norm1_I
norm2 = norm2_I
norm3 = norm3_I
norm4 = norm4_I
% Original initial data on boundary %
quiver(XB_vec,YB_vec,UB_vec,VB_vec);
% Interpolated initial data on boundary %
figure;
quiver(XB_vec,YB_vec,UB0_vec,VB0_vec);
% Interpolated initial data %
figure;
quiver(X,Y,U0,V0);
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% Interpolated steady state data after nsteps steps %
figure;
quiver(X,Y,U_r,V_r);
H = []; LH = []; LLH = [];
DxH = []; DyH = []; DxLH = []; DyLH = [];
B = []; D = []; F = [];
D_old = []; D_older = [];
F_old = []; F_older = [];
alpha_old = []; alpha_older = [];
RHSB = []; UB = []; VB = [];
UB0_vec = []; VB0_vec = [];
RHSB_vec = []; UB_vec = []; VB_vec = [];
RHS_r_vec = [];
alpha_r = [];
U_r = []; V_r = [];
U0 = []; V0 = [];
X = []; Y = []; XB_vec = []; YB_vec = [];
Subroutine for 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Program Name: h4function.m %
% %
% %
% Evaluates 2D matrix-valued divergence-free Wendland function values %
% H. %
% %
% Input: gridded matrix data (X2, Y2) (where X, Y are matrices) %
% (all combis) %
% %
% Output: function value matrix H (compare H(i,j) with X(i,j) %
% and Y(i,j)from X,Y below! %
% %
% %
% Programmer: Svenja Lowitzsch %
% Contact: lowitzsc@math.tamu.edu %
% %
% Date: May 17, 2001 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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function H = h4function(X2,Y2)
[m,n] = size(X2);
H11 = ones(m,n);
H22 = ones(m,n);
H12 = ones(m,n);
X = X2;
Y = Y2;
norm2_mat=X.^2+Y.^2; % squared L2 norm for Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
R = sqrt(norm2_mat); % L2 norm for all Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
T = (R-ones(m,n));
% Note: H11(0) = 26; H22(0) = 26; H12(0) = H21(0) = 0; %
for i = 1:m
for j = 1:n
if (norm2_mat(i,j) <= 1)
H11(i,j) = (-5.2)*(231*(X(i,j)^2+13*Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j)^2 ...
-24*(-41*Y(i,j)^2+3*X(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-114*X(i,j)^2+18*Y(i,j)^2-40*R(i,j) ...
-5)*T(i,j)^8;
H22(i,j) = (-5.2)*(231*(13*X(i,j)^2+Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j)^2 ...
-24*(3*Y(i,j)^2-41*X(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-114*Y(i,j)^2+18*X(i,j)^2-40*R(i,j) ...
-5)*T(i,j)^8;
H12(i,j) = 686.4*(8*R(i,j)+21*R(i,j)^2+1)*X(i,j)*Y(i,j) ...
*T(i,j)^8;
else
H11(i,j) = 0;
H22(i,j) = 0;
H12(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
H = [H11,H12; H12,H22];
Subroutine for 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
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% Program Name: Lh4function.m %
% %
% %
% Evaluates Laplacian of 2D matrix-valued divergence-free Wendland %
% function values LH (C_6) %
% %
% Input: gridded matrix data (X2, Y2) (where X2, Y2 are matrices) %
% (all combis) %
% %
% Output: Laplacian of function values, matrix LH %
% %
% %
% Programmer: Svenja Lowitzsch %
% Contact: lowitzsc@math.tamu.edu %
% %
% Date: May 17, 2001 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function LH = Lh4function(X2,Y2)
[m,n] = size(X2);
LH11 = ones(m,n);
LH22 = ones(m,n);
LH12 = ones(m,n);
X = X2;
Y = Y2;
norm2_mat = X.^2+Y.^2; % squared L2 norm for Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
R = sqrt(norm2_mat); % L2 norm for all Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
T = (R-ones(m,n));
% Note: LH11(0) = -2745.6, LH22(0) = -2745.6, LH12(0) = 0 %
for i = 1:m
for j = 1:n
if (norm2_mat(i,j) <= 1)
LH11(i,j) = (-1372.8)*(147*(X(i,j)^2+11*Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j)^2 ...
-2*(349*Y(i,j)^2+79*X(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
+12*R(i,j)-3*X(i,j)^2-93*Y(i,j)^2+2) ...
*T(i,j)^6;
LH22(i,j) = (-1372.8)*(147*(11*X(i,j)^2+Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j)^2 ...
-2*(349*X(i,j)^2+79*Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
+12*R(i,j)-3*Y(i,j)^2-93*X(i,j)^2+2) ...
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*T(i,j)^6;
LH12(i,j) = 41184*(49*R(i,j)^2-18*R(i,j)-3)*X(i,j)*Y(i,j) ...
*T(i,j)^6;
else
LH11(i,j) = 0;
LH22(i,j) = 0;
LH12(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
LH = [LH11,LH12; LH12,LH22];
Subroutine for 2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Program Name: LLh4function.m %
% %
% %
% Evaluates 2D matrix-valued divergence-free Wendland function values %
% LLH. %
% %
% Input: gridded matrix data (X2, Y2) (where X, Y are matrices) %
% (all combis) %
% %
% Output: function value matrix LLH (compare H(i,j) with X(i,j) %
% and Y(i,j)from X,Y below! %
% %
% %
% Programmer: Svenja Lowitzsch %
% Contact: lowitzsc@math.tamu.edu %
% %
% Date: May 17, 2001 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function LLH = LLh4function(X2,Y2)
[m,n] = size(X2);
LLH11 = ones(m,n);
LLH22 = ones(m,n);
LLH12 = ones(m,n);
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X = X2;
Y = Y2;
norm2_mat = X.^2+Y.^2; % squared L2 norm for Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
R = sqrt(norm2_mat); % L2 norm for all Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
T = (R-ones(m,n));
% Note: LLH11(0) = 494208, LLH22(0) = 494208, LLH12(0) = 0 %
for i = 1:m
for j = 1:n
if (norm2_mat(i,j) <= 1) & (norm2_mat(i,j) > 0)
LLH11(i,j) = (-988416*(23*X(i,j)^2+79*Y(i,j)^2)-24216192 ...
*(X(i,j)^2+9*Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j)^2+494208 ...
+1976832*R(i,j)+(1731704833*Y(i,j)^6*X(i,j)^4 ...
+1080338688*Y(i,j)^8*X(i,j)^2+436879872*X(i,j)^8 ...
*Y(i,j)^2+1302732288*X(i,j)^6*Y(i,j)^4+44478720 ...
*X(i,j)^10+258964992*Y(i,j)^10)/(R(i,j)^7))*T(i,j)^4;
LLH22(i,j) = (-988416*(79*X(i,j)^2+23*Y(i,j)^2) ...
-24216192*(Y(i,j)^2+9*X(i,j)^2)*R(i,j)^2+494208 ...
+1976832*R(i,j)+(1302732289*Y(i,j)^6*X(i,j)^4 ...
+436879872*Y(i,j)^8*X(i,j)^2+1080338688*X(i,j)^8 ...
*Y(i,j)^2+1731704832*X(i,j)^6*Y(i,j)^4+258964992 ...
*X(i,j)^10+44478720*Y(i,j)^10)/(R(i,j)^7))*T(i,j)^4;
LLH12(i,j) = 6918912*(28*R(i,j)^2-31*R(i,j)+8)*X(i,j) ...
*Y(i,j)*T(i,j)^4;
elseif (norm2_mat(i,j) == 0)
LLH11(i,j) = 494208;
LLH22(i,j) = 494208;
LLH12(i,j) = 0;
else
LLH11(i,j) = 0;
LLH22(i,j) = 0;
LLH12(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
LLH = [LLH11,LLH12; LLH12,LLH22];
Subroutine for A−1 in Iteration
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
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% Program Name: invers_r_vec.m %
% %
% Evaluates 2D matrix-valued divergence-free Wendland interpolation %
% coefficients alpha. %
% %
% It first evaluates the interpolation matrix A, then turns it into %
% the sparse matrix B, and then solves the system B*alpha=vec (RHS) %
% for alpha. %
% %
% Input: RBF interpolation matrix H %
% function values RHSI_r for interior %
% function values RHSB_vec for boundary %
% %
% Output: solution coefficient vector alpha %
% %
% %
% Programmer: Svenja Lowitzsch %
% Contact: lowitzsc@math.tamu.edu %
% %
% Date: March 07, 2001 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [alpha,RHS_r_vec] = invers_r_vec(A,RHSI_r,RHSB_vec)
[MI,NI] = size(RHSI_r);
% changes matrix RHSI_r to vector RHSI_r_vec %
UI = reshape(RHSI_r(:,1:NI/2)’,MI*NI/2,1);
VI = reshape(RHSI_r(:,NI/2+1:NI)’,MI*NI/2,1);
RHSI_r_vec=[UI’,VI’]’;
RHS_r_vec = [RHSI_r_vec’, RHSB_vec’]’;
B = sparse(A);
alpha=B\RHS_r_vec; % solves alpha = inv(H)*RHS %
Subroutine for @1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Program Name: Dxh4function.m %
% %
% %
% Evaluates 2D matrix-valued divergence-free Wendland function values %
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% DxH. %
% %
% Input: gridded matrix data (X2, Y2) (where X, Y are matrices) %
% (all combis) %
% %
% Output: function value matrix DxH (compare H(i,j) with X(i,j) %
% and Y(i,j)from X,Y below! %
% %
% %
% Programmer: Svenja Lowitzsch %
% Contact: lowitzsc@math.tamu.edu %
% %
% Date: May 17, 2001 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function DxH = Dxh4function(X2,Y2)
[m,n] = size(X2);
DxH11 = ones(m,n);
DxH22 = ones(m,n);
DxH12 = ones(m,n);
X = X2;
Y = Y2;
norm2_mat=X.^2+Y.^2; % squared L2 norm for Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
R = sqrt(norm2_mat); % L2 norm for all Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
T = (R-ones(m,n));
% Note: DxH11(0) = 0; DxH22(0) = 0; DxH12(0) = 0; %
for i = 1:m
for j = 1:n
if (norm2_mat(i,j) <= 1)
DxH11(i,j) = (-686.4)*(21*(X(i,j)^2+11*Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-13*X(i,j)^2+17*Y(i,j)^2-7*R(i,j) ...
-1)*X(i,j)*T(i,j)^7;
DxH22(i,j) = (-2059.2)*(7*(3*Y(i,j)^2+13*X(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-3*X(i,j)^2-13*Y(i,j)^2 ...
-7*R(i,j)-1)*X(i,j)*T(i,j)^7;
DxH12(i,j) = 686.4*(21*(Y(i,j)^2+11*X(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
+17*X(i,j)^2-13*Y(i,j)^2 ...
-7*R(i,j)-1)*Y(i,j)*T(i,j)^7;
else
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DxH11(i,j) = 0;
DxH22(i,j) = 0;
DxH12(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
DxH = [DxH11,DxH12; DxH12,DxH22];
Subroutine for @2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Program Name: Dyh4function.m %
% %
% %
% Evaluates 2D matrix-valued divergence-free Wendland function values %
% DyH. %
% %
% Input: gridded matrix data (X2, Y2) (where X, Y are matrices) %
% (all combis) %
% %
% Output: function value matrix DyH (compare H(i,j) with X(i,j) %
% and Y(i,j)from X,Y below! %
% %
% %
% Programmer: Svenja Lowitzsch %
% Contact: lowitzsc@math.tamu.edu %
% %
% Date: May 17, 2001 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function DyH = Dyh4function(X2,Y2)
[m,n] = size(X2);
DyH11 = ones(m,n);
DyH22 = ones(m,n);
DyH12 = ones(m,n);
X = X2;
Y = Y2;
norm2_mat=X.^2+Y.^2; % squared L2 norm for Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
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R = sqrt(norm2_mat); % L2 norm for all Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
T = (R-ones(m,n));
% Note: DyH11(0) = 0; DyH22(0) = 0; DyH12(0) = 0; %
for i = 1:m
for j = 1:n
if (norm2_mat(i,j) <= 1) & (norm2_mat(i,j) > 0)
DyH11(i,j) = (-2059.2)*(7*(13*Y(i,j)^2+3*X(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-13*X(i,j)^2-3*Y(i,j)^2 ...
-7*R(i,j)-1)*Y(i,j)*T(i,j)^7;
DyH22(i,j) = (-686.4)*(21*(11*X(i,j)^2+Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
+17*X(i,j)^2-13*Y(i,j)^2 ...
-7*R(i,j)-1)*Y(i,j)*T(i,j)^7;
DyH12(i,j) = 686.4*(21*(X(i,j)^2+11*Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-13*X(i,j)^2+17*Y(i,j)^2 ...
-7*R(i,j)-1)*X(i,j)*T(i,j)^7;
else
DyH11(i,j) = 0;
DyH22(i,j) = 0;
DyH12(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
DyH = [DyH11,DyH12; DyH12,DyH22];
Subroutine for @1
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Program Name: DxLh4function.m %
% %
% %
% Evaluates 2D matrix-valued divergence-free Wendland function values %
% DxLH. %
% %
% Input: gridded matrix data (X2, Y2) (where X, Y are matrices) %
% (all combis) %
% %
% Output: function value matrix DxLH (compare H(i,j) with X(i,j) %
% and Y(i,j)from X,Y below! %
% %
% %
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% Programmer: Svenja Lowitzsch %
% Contact: lowitzsc@math.tamu.edu %
% %
% Date: May 17, 2001 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function DxLH = DxLh4function(X2,Y2)
[m,n] = size(X2);
DxLH11 = ones(m,n);
DxLH22 = ones(m,n);
DxLH12 = ones(m,n);
X = X2;
Y = Y2;
norm2_mat=X.^2+Y.^2; % squared L2 norm for Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
R = sqrt(norm2_mat); % L2 norm for all Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
T = (R-ones(m,n));
% Note: DxLH11(0) = 0; DxLH22(0) = 0; DxLH12(0) = 0; %
for i = 1:m
for j = 1:n
if (norm2_mat(i,j) <= 1) & (norm2_mat(i,j) > 0)
DxLH11(i,j) = (-41184)*(49*(X(i,j)^2+9*Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-291*Y(i,j)^2-67*X(i,j)^2 ...
+15*R(i,j)+3)*X(i,j)*T(i,j)^5;
DxLH22(i,j) = (-41184)*(49*(3*Y(i,j)^2+11*X(i,j)^2) ...
*R(i,j)-425*X(i,j)^2-201 ...
*Y(i,j)^2+45*R(i,j)+9)*X(i,j) ...
*T(i,j)^5;
DxLH12(i,j) = 41184*(49*(Y(i,j)^2+9*X(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-291*X(i,j)^2-67*Y(i,j)^2 ...
+15*R(i,j)+3)*Y(i,j)*T(i,j)^5;
else
DxLH11(i,j) = 0;
DxLH22(i,j) = 0;
DxLH12(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
DxLH = [DxLH11,DxLH12; DxLH12,DxLH22];
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Subroutine for @2
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% %
% Program Name: DyLh4function.m %
% %
% %
% Evaluates 2D matrix-valued divergence-free Wendland function values %
% DyLH. %
% %
% Input: gridded matrix data (X2, Y2) (where X, Y are matrices) %
% (all combis) %
% %
% Output: function value matrix DyLH (compare H(i,j) with X(i,j) %
% and Y(i,j)from X,Y below! %
% %
% %
% Programmer: Svenja Lowitzsch %
% Contact: lowitzsc@math.tamu.edu %
% %
% Date: May 17, 2001 %
% %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function DyLH = DyLh4function(X2,Y2)
[m,n] = size(X2);
DyLH11 = ones(m,n);
DyLH22 = ones(m,n);
DyLH12 = ones(m,n);
X = X2;
Y = Y2;
norm2_mat=X.^2+Y.^2; % squared L2 norm for Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
R = sqrt(norm2_mat); % L2 norm for all Xi-Xj, Yi-Yj %
T = (R-ones(m,n));
% Note: DyLH11(0) = 0; DyLH22(0) = 0; DyLH12(0) = 0; %
for i = 1:m
for j = 1:n
if (norm2_mat(i,j) <= 1)
DyLH11(i,j) = (-41184)*(49*(3*X(i,j)^2+11*Y(i,j)^2) ...
*R(i,j)-425*Y(i,j)^2-201*X(i,j)^2 ...
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+45*R(i,j)+9)*Y(i,j)*T(i,j)^5;
DyLH22(i,j) = (-41184)*(49*(9*X(i,j)^2+Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-291*X(i,j)^2-67*Y(i,j)^2 ...
+15*R(i,j)+3)*Y(i,j)*T(i,j)^5;
DyLH12(i,j) = 41184*(49*(X(i,j)^2+9*Y(i,j)^2)*R(i,j) ...
-291*Y(i,j)^2-67*X(i,j)^2 ...
+15*R(i,j)+3)*X(i,j)*T(i,j)^5;
else
DyLH11(i,j) = 0;
DyLH22(i,j) = 0;
DyLH12(i,j) = 0;
end
end
end
DyLH = [DyLH11,DyLH12; DyLH12,DyLH22];
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